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A
A cha’aka - greeting, hello, also a chant
A ka naya ko keka onac. - Together we can bring death to the Goa’uld.
Abu- young man on P3X593. Was a chief's son. Wished to marry the daughter of a rival chief, Nya.
Kidnapped Carter to trade her for the girl.
Abydos Cartouche-discovered by Daniel on Abydos. It contains dozens of addresses on it. It is presumed
to be a map of charted worlds. It is also assumed if an address is not on the Cartouche, it may be free of
influence.
Abydos- Desert planet, 36 hour days, apx. Population of 5000 Shau·ri·s/Amaunet·s and Skaara/Klorel·s
home planet. Where Ra set up shop and was killed by O'Neill & Daniel. Daniel lived here for a year and
discovered the Abydos Cartouche, which proved to be a sort of a map to the Stargate, giving addresses to
Goa'uld charted worlds. Destroyed by Anubis using the Eye of Ra.
Ackerman, Bernie – part of the med team that was on inoculation duty on 865. he was killed by the
sleeping parasite
Adal – renegade Jaffa
Adams, John – name used by Ashrak
Adara System · Heimdall had a lab here. It was attacked by Osiris and abandoned
ADM-auto destruct mechanism
Administrator – village leader
Adora's moon – Arlos and Vala spent time by the light of…
Adria – Vala's daughter, conceived without a father. She is the Orisii, the leader of the Ori and was
basically sneaked across the border as a child to break through a loophole in the Ascended Rule Book. She
possessed telekinetic and psychic powers and is protected by a piece of Celestis
Aegir, Commander – Commander of the Valhalla
Aesir- Asgard ruling counsel
Age of Prata – Jaffa puberty. Must take a symbiote or die
AGS- anti goa'uld system
Aiyanna · Ancient found frozen in the ice in Antarctica. Was revived for a time but is now deceased.
Aka- thank you
Akek Hassak ya Daru - Jaffa Language, roughly translated 'a weak expletitive...take them'
Alar- leader of the Urondan people. Presumably killed when he came through the gate to a closed iris.
Albant, Major – Leader of SG-5. Went with Sam to P3X584
Aldwin-Tok·ra, was sent by the council to blow up Netu, hopefully taking Sokar with it. Killed in the
goa'uld attack on Revanna
Alekos-father of the child Daniel delivered on Argos P3X8596.
Al'Kash- class of Goa'uld ship
Al'Kash shat'el – Jaffa, roughly translates to 'watch out for the Al'Kash' 'Al'Kash overhead' 'Al'Kash
beware'

Ally- Young girl in Colorado Springs who aided Teal'c when he wandered off after being bitten by an
insect on BP63Q1.
Alpha Site- where select humans were sent during the Goa'uld attack on Earth. P3X984, known as Beta
Site in Earth 2. Used again when asteroid threatened earth. Is the present home of the Jaffa Rebellion.
There have been at least two Alpha Sites. The first one was abandoned after Anubis probed Jonas' mind and
it was compromised. The second one was attacked by Anubis who sought to destroy the SGC's new
weapon. It has also been abandoned. The new one is on P4X-650 and is an underground base, built inside a
mountain
Altair-planet of androids, where android duplicates of SG-1 live.
Altera – home of advanced ancients
Alteran communication Device – a device used to communicate across the galaxies
Alternate UniversesBlack universe: Selmac is alive, Bra'tac is leader of the Jaffa. Sam is married. Chulak and Dakara have
fallen to the priors
Desert AU – Sam is on maternity leave. She and Martouf lived together then broke up.
Alterrans – also known as the Ancients. One sect of their people were the Ori. The Ori believe in religion,
the Alterrans in science. Fearing genocide, the Alterrans fled their universe and left the Ori behind.
Althea - Warwick's wife
Alucia Tarthus – Andari Representative
Amaterasu – Japanese Sun Goddess, came to Earth to negotiate for a treaty against Ba'al. She allied herself
to Yu and was fighting with him against Ba'al and Anubis
Amaunet-the Goa'uld who possessed Shau'ri, Daniel's wife. Was killed along with Shau'ri on P8X872.
Ambrose, Pamela – one of Loki's victims
Amra – two delegates of this planet came to Earth to negotiate a trade agreement. Seemed to enjoy the fruit
basket, eventually
Amuro, Dr. – worked on the memory project with Dr Marell and Dr Varrick
Anateo – one of Netan's Seconds. He made a play for power after Netan set him on a fool's errand. Netan
needed more land and power, suggested that Gavos be killed, Netan instead set him to capture the Tau'ri.
Anateo went rogue and planned to capture the Odyssey and then use it to wrest power from Netan. Anateo
was killed when Vala beamed him into space. He ordered the murder of Paul Emerson
Anawen – location mentioned in Arthur Myth
Ancients-people who left behind information which was ·downloaded· into O'Neill's mind, one of the four
who built the gates. Capable of 'ascending' others to join them. They look a lot like Vorlons. They fell
victim to a plague millennia ago, destroying their civilization. Also known as the Alterrans. The Ori are
offshoots of them.
Andari Federation · One of the three warring continents on Kelowna
Anders, Douglas – plays Grell on Wormhole Extreme
Andy – Joe's son
Andy – sheriff of Col Springs and Jack's friend. They play poker on Friday nights
Anheur, Wastelands of - Where the gate was buried on Tangrea
Anise/Freya- Tok'ra scientist who brought three armbands to experiment with SG-1. Anise (name means
noble strength) is rather cold and down to business, she's an archaeologist, Freya is kinder and likes to write
Ankh- Egyptian symbol of immortality
Anna – created by Dr Keffler. Is a hybrid of goa'uld and human DNA. Killed all 32 people at the facility.
Annulus- what the G'tau call the Stargate

Antak-a primitive planet claimed by Martouf to be a Tok'ra base, it isn't but had been conquered by Sokar
recently
Antarctic Gate- AKA Beta Gate, accidentally discovered by O'Neill and Carter as they were retreating
from P4A771. Also discovered the body of a serpent guard and a working DHD. Gate was removed and
locked up in Nellis AFB. It was used for a time by rogue factions of the NID to conduct covert ops, stealing
tech the SGC had been unable to negotiate for. Gate was recovered and is now under SGC control,
permanently sealed with an iris. Hammond called for the gate to be un-sealed and brought to Cheyenne
Mountain after SG-1 stole the original gate to escape from Thor's crashing ship. Has since been found to
have been recovered by the Russians after the crash or Thor's ship. Was in use in Siberia. Russians still
have possession of it although their DHD was destroyed. The Beta gate was destroyed by Anubis and the
SGC is now renting the Antarctic gate from the Russians
Antarctic Treaty – result of Anubis' attack on Earth. It consists of 12 nations, including the US, all of
which claim shared jurisdiction in Antarctica, and article one forbids the establishment of any military base
or the testing of weapons.
Anteus- Nox who showed O'Neill their city
Antonieks- extinct race that created the armbands SG-1 experimented with
Antonius – the village historian in Camelot. His wife is Olivia. He is killed by the Black Knight in
retribution for SG-1 exploring the library
Anubis- system lord banished because he was too vile even for them. Has now rejoined the ranks of the
system lords. Has tried to destroy Earth several times. Possesses devices that can take information from a
person's mind. Has created an army of Kull Warriors, cloned goa'uld that he gives life with some sort of
Ancient device. Probably killed by O'Neill using the Ancients weapons found in Antarctica. He was not
killed, but survived the destruction of his ship. Existed for several months among the wreckage of his craft
before hitching a ride with Anatole Konstantinov, a Russian Cosmonaut. He found his way to the SGC and
attempted to leave Earth. He was stopped and is now marooned on KS7535. He was ascended by Oma,
whom he tricked and, presumably, was stopped by her in the end. Known to the other ascended as Jim. He
also experimented with genetic manipulation, attempting to recreate himself on the planet P3X584.
Apophis-Goa'uld leader, Serpent God, rival of Ra, rules the night. He was Teal'c's former master. His raid
of Earth resulted in the reactivation of the Stargate. Took Daniel's wife Shau'ri and her brother Skaara as
hosts to his wife and son respectively. Had a biological son with Shau'ri/Amaunet, an act which is
forbidden by Goa'uld custom. Attempted to attack Earth with his son Skaara/Klorel at his side. The attack
failed lessening his standing with the other system lords. He was hunted and attacked by Sokar. He died at
the SGC and his body was returned through the gate to stop Sokar's attack. He is still alive and in Sokar's
custody. Was imprisoned on Netu and lives as Naonak, first prime of Bynarr. Killed Bynarr. Tortured SG-1
trying to get the GDO code, Asgard home address, location of Tok'ra bases and location of his son. All
attempts failed. He was ordered killed by Sokar. He escaped and survived the destruction of Netu. His face
is horribly scarred by his torture at the hands of Sokar. Attacked Chulak, presumably searching for his
child. Attempted to make an alliance with Heru'ur. Instead attacked and presumably killed Heru'ur. Was
killed again when his ship crashed into Delmak
Aray Kree – stay where you are
Archiva System – where Ba'al was thought to be
Archons- participants of a Tollan Triad, attorneys for the prosecution, defense and one neutral archon
Ardal Hadraig – sports commentator on Hebridia
Ardena – Planet the Stromos was headed towards
Area 51-Nellis AFB, Groom Lake Facility- where the SGC store some of their artifacts
Area 52-what the Pentagon calls the SGC
Ares – System lord who attacked Maybourne's planet. Was killed by Jack who was flying the puddle
jumper/time ship they found

Argos-planet set up by Pelops to study the people. He shortened their lives to 100 days to study human
evolution, P3X8596
Aris Boch-An alien bounty hunter who captured SG-1 and tried to get them to capture a Goa'uld who was
really a Tok'ra. His race is immune to Goa'uld implantation so they addicted his race to rashna in an effort
to control them.
Arlos Kadavam – old associate of Vala's. she stole his mother's necklace from him
Aron – one of Ishta's Jaffa. Survived the attack and helped Teal'c free Ishta
Arouch – Temple, village, town
Arrom - Naked one. A name the villager gave Daniel when he descended
Arthur's Mantle – referring to a phase shifting device created by Mirdin (Merlin)
Artifact 033077M- AKA The Orb, - found on P5C353 and sent to P4G881
Artifact 56781217- an alien personality swapping device, invented by Machello- taken from planet
P9R427 and stored in Area 51
Artifact 567812M-stored in area 51
Artok- Jaffa killed by Ashrak at Alpha site
Ascended Times – newspaper of the ascended ones
Aschen- Alien race we ended up not making contact with, shared technology with earth but eventually
introduced a drug that was going to end all life on earth. Contact was made with the Aschen on P3A194. It
as determined that the Aschen rule by destroying the native peoples through attrition. Contact was broken
off with the loss of Ambassador Joe Faxon after the Aschen attempted to launch a bio-weapon at earth.
Aschen Confederation- a group of planets under Aschen rule.
Asgard- a highly advanced race who are friends to all but at war with the Goa'uld. They have also revealed
they are at war with a race that is far stronger than the Goa'uld, the Replicators. They were one of the four
original races who built the Stargate. Thor apparently placed humans on the planet Cimmeria and protected
them with devices to keep the Goa'uld away. Mediated the negotiation between the system lords and the
SGC when the system lords wanted earth to give up their gate. Are presently at war with the Replicators, a
nasty race of mechanical bug like creatures. They have pledged their aid to the SGC once they have
defeated the Replicators. Reproduce by cloning, however they're starting to die off due to lack of genetic
diversity. Members of the Asgard are now working with humans, helping them with their space ships
Ashrak- a Goa'uld assassin who carries out the wishes of the System Lords. An Ashrak killed Jolinar.
Ashwan, Chairman - Tangrean leader
Astarus – home of several free Jaffa. Many of them were killed when the Ori used earthquakes to destroy
their cities
Athena – goauld now in the host of Charlotte Mayfield. She used to work with Vala/Qetesh but they had a
falling out. Pursued alliances with Cronos, Camulus, Svarog, even Anubis and is now working with Ba'al
Auto destruct- set whenever the SGC is under attack. Disarm code is 81452667.
Automatic Correlative Updates – what the gates do every so often to compensate for stellar drift. How
the Avenger virus was spread.
Avenger – virus written by Jay Felger in an attempt to cripple a specific gate.
Averium- ceremony where the Urrone's nanites are removed from the children and spread to the rest of the
planet thus spreading knowledge.
Avidan – god is just
Azdak – person loyal to Qetesh
B

Ba'al · goa'uld that tortured Jack, voted for Anubis' return to the system lords and is now doing his best to
take over the galaxy. He has allied himself with Anubis, yet does not totally agree with his tactics. He
assisted Jacob and Sam in tweaking the Ancient Weapon to kill only Replicators instead of all life as
Anubis wanted.
In the wake of the Goa'uld being defeated, he has sought refuge on Earth and is hiding amongst its peoples.
He has taken over the reins of Hammell Technologies and, unbeknownst to the SGC, there are also at least
three clones of him running around as well, probably more than three given that two have been killed and
we have seen at least four more
Babylon- Gate of the Gods
Baker- aided Jack and Teal'c when they investigated the Russian sub
Baker, Lt.- member SG-9, aided Hansen on P3X513 in his take over of the natives. Was killed in action.
Balinsky, Cameron – Member of SG-13, archaeologist
Ballard, David – chairman of the Start Consortium and probably member of the Trust
Ballard, Nick- Daniel's grandfather. Dutch discovered a crystal skull in Belize in 1971. He claimed it
transported him to a place where he saw giant aliens. Obviously no one believed him so he committed
himself to an institution. Daniel used to go visit him before he joined the SGC. Nick refused to adopt
Daniel when he was 8. Nick is now on P7X377 at the request of the alien life form there. Apparently they
are enemies of the Goa'uld so a relationship may be very beneficial.
Bank, Adam, Lt. – KIA in Antarctica
Banks, Lt – Crewman on Prometheus
Barber, Lt.- committed suicide by jumping into the whoosh
Barnes, Col. – Leader of SG-6. infected with Prior Plague
Barrett, Malcolm, Agent - NID, Worked with Sam to clear O'Neill. Has given Sam confidential info.
Called the SGC in to deal with the Anna situation. He was brainwashed by the Trust and gave Ba'al
information on the Ancient addresses. He has since been 'cured' but wants to find out who brainwashed
him.
Bastet – One of the system lords who is now dead, killed in Anubis' quest for power
Battle of Camlaan – where Arthur defeated Mordred
Bauer, Maj. Gen. - given command of the SGC for a brief period during Hammond's ·retirement·
Bearcat One – the interceptor that shot down Ba'al's alkash
Beast Master- the main hunter of unas, Burra
Beast Wars- period of time on the planet where the humans had overthrown their goa'uld and Unas captors
Beck, Lt. Col. Harley - Old Friend of Jack's.
Bedrosians- one group of people on P2X416. This faction believes that all life on their planet evolved
there. Their belief is strong enough; they will kill to cover up the truth. They are at war with the Optricans
who believe all life came through the Stargate. Captured SG-1. Planet is now most likely off-limits. One
Bedrosians boy, Nyan is now on earth. He has been given refugee status and will work with Daniel
Bell, Earl, Sgt. USAF - member SG-2
Bellos-killed NEM's wife Omoroca
Benna – surrender
Bennet, Dr. – Surgeon
Benton, Major · Killed on Latona
Berchardt's syndrome- degenerative illness that was killing Adrian Conrad
Beringer Consolidated – one of the companies Charlotte Mayfield manipulated to make money

Beta canton- Urondan medicine
Beta Site- where select humans (best and the brightest) were sent during the Goa'uld attack on Earth 2.
Also exists in current time line. Second off-world Earth base. Used as a fallback point after Anubis attacked
the Alpha Site
BF 8- bomb augmented with elementary Naqahdah used by Jack to try to blow up Thor's ship.
BFMB Mark V- small portable nuclear device. Used by O'Neill to destroy Ra's ship (on Earth 2 one was
sent to Chulak), people were sent there again when Earth was threatened by an asteroid sent by the goa'uld
to destroy the planet
Biliskner- Thor's ship, crashed on Earth in an attempt to destroy the Replicators
Biovale – Coleson biotech research company
Birra – Jaffa woman, killed in the Prior's attack
Black Knight – a holographic protector of Merlin's toys
Blackbird- Fox-trot class Russian sub destroyed by Replicators
Blaylock, William - Persian Media Enterprises and probably member of the Trust, he and his partner
disappeared six months ago.
Bliss, Charles- one of Maybourne's alias·
Blood of Sokar- a powerful hallucinogenic narcotic used by Apophis to try to get information out of SG-1
Blue Phoenix - Mission involving the F-303's that the SGC was preparing for
Bolaa- Abydonian
Bonnie – waiting to meet Pres.
Bo'rel – the Jaffa sent to secure the abandoned Ori ship.
Boris- Russian sailor killed by Replicators
Borren- Aschen liaison
Borzin – trader/scavenger that Vala knows. He betrayed the SGC to the Lucian Alliance
Bosco – Member of SG-3
Bosworth – AU, went to Chulak and died
Bosworth, Jake, Airman – member of SG-13. Bit of a smartass
Boyd, Henry, Major, -leader of SG-10-lost to a black hole on P3W451
BP63Q1-planet of big winged insects, all natives apparently killed. Planet is off limits.
Brandenberg, Amy – Cam couldn't get past first base with her
Bra'tac, Tekmate (Master)- Teal'c's former mentor. Also former First Prime of Apophis. Is apx. 135 years
old and is nearing the end of his primta carrying years. Will most likely die when the symbiote he carries
matures in a couple of years. Recently lost his symbiote, is now dependent on Tretonin
Bregman, Emmett – documentary film maker
Brenna- leader of the workers. Helped SG-1 escape.
Bricksdale – scientist that figured out the way to get on Osiris' ship. Has 2 million in the Caymans
Brightman, Dr – New CMO at the SGC. Has since been replaced by Carolyn Lam
Britzski, Alexander Dr. · On the Russian team that first investigated the ziggurat on P2X338. Killed by
creature on the planet
Brogan, Col.- taken over by P3X118 aliens
Brooks – Trust member
Brooks, Lt. – Member of SG-6

Brooks, Neil, Dr. · Doctor of immunology, one of the ones that experimented on Carter attempting to
discover how to un-goa'uld a person
Brother Avalar, – who Antonius told his wife he was with when he was helping SG-1
Brother Caius – smuggler sought refuge in a monastery and took on this persona
Brown, Chloe- student Jennifer Haley defended
Brutus - name given to one of the Goa'uld fossils found by Rothman
Burke, Agent, CIA – was an old friend of Jack's. Involved in a friendly fire incident. Has been assigned to
South America for quite a while. Assisted Jack in rescuing Daniel from his kidnappers. Jack has promised
to see if he could get Burke reassigned somewhere nicer. His wife's name was Hilary.
Burra- the Beast Master, captured Chaka
Butte Montana- where Martin Lloyd called from when he requested to meet with O'Neill.
Bynarr-leader of Netu, Goa'uld, Sokar took his eye as punishment for letting Jolinar escape. Killed by
Naonak/Apophis
Byrsa- inhabitants of P3X1279, Cartago
C
Caleb- an Enkaren
Caledonian Federation – one of the political groups on Tegalas
Calfis, Kalfas, Commander - Military leader on Tangrea
Calvin – Joe's postman
Camelot – A village that SG-1 explores searching for Merlin's weapon
Camulus – Celtic god of War, defected to Earth rather than face defeat by Anubis. Was held on Earth for
some time, then tried to trick Earth with a booby trapped ZPM. Was returned to Anubis and is presumed
dead
Canon-religious leader of the first Christian planet SG-1 came across. Is working for Sokar, he has the
responsibility of selecting hosts to be sent to the Goa'uld.
Caretaker · Human component of Sentinel
Carlin- false identity given to Daniel
Carlos – AU Daniel's student. Thinks Daniel is hot
Carmichael, Dr – medical doctor at the SGC worked with Teal'c when he was trapped in the game
Carnac-Egyptian city
Cartago-P3X1279, where Teal'c was put on trail for the death of a man's father
Carter, Jacob, Gen. USAF- father of Maj. Carter. Served with Gen. Hammond during the cold war.
Became host to a Tok'ra leader Selmac which cured him of lymphoma, terminal cancer. Is presently living
with the Tok'ra as a liaison. Captured by Sokar and sent to Netu. Rescued by Martouf and SG-1. Wife
killed in a car accident. Has slowly fallen out of favor with his fellow Tok'ra and is now seen as a bit of an
outcast. Is a member of the Tok'ra high council. DOB 8-21-38, SSN 280-76-8565. He died when Selmac
died after stopping the Replicators
Carter, Mark- Sam's brother, has two children and lives in San Diego. Relationship is tense
Carter, Samantha, Dr., Lt Col., USAF- worked on deciphering the gate but did not go to Abydos.
Continued working on the puzzle during the year it was inactive then was reassigned to the SGC when the
gate was reactivated. Doctor of Astrophysics. Always had a childhood dream of becoming an astronaut.
Has a brother, Mark, she rarely sees. Her father, General Jacob Carter was blended with the Tok'ra Selmac
and lives off world. Was accidentally blended with the Tok'ra Jolinar of Malkshur who was killed by an
Ashrak nearly killing her. Retains memories of Jolinar's and is able to control some Goa'uld devices.
Mother died when she was in her teens in a cab accident. Blamed her father for a time since he was

supposed to pick her up but was late. Her forgiveness of her father led her to join the military. Since she
possesses the memories of at least two beings she is hesitant to get into a relationship until she is sure
whose feelings she is feeling. Has an Uncle Irving who apparently is quite a character. Can pick locks.
Graduated from the Air Force Academy. Most of her records still stand. Some think that her surviving
Jolinar's possession means that her body holds the key to un-goa'ulding people. Three 'hobbies', wormhole
theory, motorcycle riding, lock picking. Mother used to sing twinkle, twinkle, little star to her. Recently
promoted to Lieutenant Colonel and is engaged to Pete Shanahan. she drives a silver Volvo four-door
sedan, license plate: Colorado QTL3016. Is now assigned to area 51, research and development and has
chosen to return to the SGC to assist in stopping the Priors/Orii.. She's 'not exactly' single. Did time on the
Prometheus after leaving the SGC and has now returned to the SGC to help fight the Ori. Her quarters are
right down the hall from her lab.
Casey, Werner – one of Loki's victims
Cassandra- the only survivor of a Goa'uld attack on Hanka. Was implanted with a Naqahdah & potassium
device, which was supposed to destroy the Earth Stargate. Dr. Frasier and Carter defused the device. Since
her whole planet was dead, Dr. Frasier adopted her.
Castiana – planet has a toxic atmosphere and was abandoned 40,000 years ago. It was supposed to be one
of the planets that Merlin's weapon was on. One of the three planets in the grail search. Its address,
combined with that of Sahal and Vagon Brei leads to the Sangraal.
Castleman, Maj.- injured in a fall while searching for Carter and O'Neill when they were lost in the
Antarctic. Also helped SG-1 when they were searching for a cure for Jack when he got the knowledge of
the Ancients downloaded into his brain. Worked on base security during the goa'uld summit.
Caves of Kalima - Where Abydonians sought refuge from Anubis' attack
CC4107 · Storeroom on the Prometheus where Sam was locked in
Central Authority of Reetou- a faction of the Reetou who aren't against the Tau'ri. They are hunted and
despised by the Goa'uld since they exist 180 degrees out of phase they can be a formidable enemy and have
been hunted almost to extinction by the Goa'uld.
Cerebris/Cerebrus/Serebus - Hebridian prison ship
Cerita-neighbors of the Tollan who used technology to destroy both worlds. Why they refuse to aid ANY
race who is not their equal
Chaapa'ai- Goa'uld name for Stargate
Chagatai- Mongol tribe, possible ancestors of Shavadai.
Chaka- young aboriginal Unas
Chalo – one of the rebels that kidnapped Daniel and Dr. Lee
Champa Groves- location on Chulak where Teal'c used to take Ry'ac to play. Where Teal'c was going to
meet with other resisting Jaffa.
Chapman, Russell – British representative to the IOA
Cha'ra – Jaffa leader of the fleet attacking the Ori
Cha'ra – Moloc's first prime
Charity- One of the five virtues needed to find the Grail/Sangraal
Charlie-used by the Reetou to contact and attempt to destroy the SGC. Taken by the Tok'ra and given a
symbiote.
Chasen - Betrayed Ellori and SG-1 to Mot. Killed by Mot.
Chaska, Minister – Leader of the Caledonian Federation
Chekov, Colonel, - Russian officer, knows about the SGC, negotiated the treaty to allow the Russians
access to the gate. Commander of the Korelev. It was destroyed by the Ori and he is presumed killed
Chel·nak-cool, very cool

Cheops class Starships- like Ra's ship, a pyramid ship
Chernovshev, Col – Interrogated Daniel
Cheyenne Mountain Complex-home of the SGC, where the Stargate is located, AKA NORAD located in
Colorado Springs, CO, Area 52
Chimakka- desert warlord Nya was promised to
Chloe – Jay Felger's assistant
Chodawa - System where Yu tells his fleet to go
Chosen, The- how the Argosians called themselves, they were Chosen by Pelops to have their life span
accelerated to 100 days so he could study them
Chuck · Vernon's friend in Las Vegas
Chulak-Jaffa home world, Teal'c's home planet, Goa'uld outpost, has two suns, recently attacked by
Apophis (on Earth 2 reality, Chulak was presumed destroyed when the SGA sent a nuclear bomb through
the gate in an effort to stop the attack on Earth.)
Cimarron Hills – where Lam's house is located.
Cimmeria- where the Asgard placed earth people of Norse descent a ·10 span· ago. Asgard devices have
made this world a Goa'uld free zone. Heru'ur attacked the planet and killed half the inhabitants before being
stopped by the Asgard
Circ kakona- circle of woes, Cartagoian for Stargate
Circle of Darkness-native name for Stargate
Circle of Fidelity – given to the bride during the rite of everlasting union
Circle of the Gods-AKA Stargate
Claya thessara infinatus – ancient treasure map, what Qetesh and Athena were looking for and fought
over
Cleo- name given to Goa'uld queen fossil found by Rothman
Coburn, James. Maj. USAF- leader SG-2, sent as backup to SG-1 when they went to Kheb
Code 17 – Medical isolation. Under constant guard and contact with medical personnel only
Code 5 Lockdown- mountain is sealed, anyone coming out or going in will be shot
Code Red IDC · A team is returning under fire
Codex of Elements-Tantalus stone, studied by Earnest Littlefield and Daniel. Contains the names of 146
elements, is the basis of a universal language believed to be used by the Four races who built the Stargate,
destroyed when the building it was in was destroyed by a storm on P3X972.
Cold dialing program- designed by Carter to systematically re-try Abydos addresses that haven't worked,
most likely due to the receiving gate not working
Cole, Dr.- one of the archaeologists who found Hathor's sarcophagus. Was killed by her
Coleson Aviation – made the multi engine control systems that allow the X-302 to have several engines
Coleson Industries – companies owned by Alec Coleson
Coleson, Alec – billionaire that tried to leak the existence of aliens. His wife and daughter were killed in a
plane crash 15 years ago, which prompted him to start Coleson Aviation. He's 42 and worth 60 billion. Has
communication, biotech, aerospace and aviation companies. Ran afoul of the Trust and has sought refuge
off world
Commission of Inquiry- Asgard council to investigate alleged wrongs by the goa'uld
Committee, The - Rogue NID group stealing alien tech to turn a profit filing for Earth patents on the
devices. Exposed by Carter and Barrett in an effort to clear O'Neill of murder

Connor, Capt.-last surviving member of SG-9. Was given leadership of SG-11
Connors, Mrs. – Krista and Teal'c's neighbor. Old lady with a cat
Conrad, Adrian- entrepreneur who was goa'ulded to cure an illness, but is now an unwilling host since
there is no way to remove the symbiote. Is in the custody of the NID. Was killed on the Prometheus when
his goa'uld left him.
Conway – member of SG-12. was injured by Volnek
Coombs, Simon · Scientist that tries to rescue SG-1, is caught up in things and ends up being rescued
himself.
Coquitlam - where the fire station was in Teal'c's dream
Cor-Ai - ceremony of trial to determine guilt on Cartago
Cor'ak – Jaffa loyal to Moloc
Corillian Wastelands – area on the planet on Caledonia
Coro·snai- a Jaffa symbol roughly translated to turn back. Left on contaminated worlds as a warning to
other Jaffa
Corrigan, Capt – Cook at the SGC
Corso, Aden - Prisoner on the ship Cerberus
Cortez, Agent – one of Barrett's men
Coyle Boron – Two time winner of the Loop of Kon Gerat
Cozars-legs
Crandall, Mr. – Daniel's boss in the AU
Cromwell, Frank, Col. USAF Special Ops. - Old comrade of O'Neill's, Years ago on a mission, he
thought Jack was dead and left him behind. Jack spent 4 months in an Iraqi prison because of it, killed by
the wormhole on P3W541.
Cronos, Kronos-one of the system lords. Was one of the 12 titans, father of Zeus, Hera, and Poseidon.
Banished by Sokar. Killed Teal'c's father, May have ordered the death of Jolinar. Was attacked by Nirti and
saved by Carter using a Goa'uld healing device. Allowed the SGC to keep their gate but promised if they
crossed paths he would have no mercy. Was taking over Heru'ur's abandoned territory and was killed by the
robot replicant of Teal'c
Cross, Agent · NID agent working in Steveston, OR. His cover name was P. Mullie
Cruvis-wrong
Cumtria - Altarian greeting
Curia- Ruling council on Tollana.
Curtis – the Trust operative that was using a Sodan cloaking device to spy on Landry and Mitchell. He was
shot by men hunting the creature
D
Daedelus – new ship with more alien tech integrated into it on the ground level rather than added after the
fact. Was sent to Atlantis to assist them
Dagwood, Lt. – Pilot of rescue sub
Dakara – Jaffa holy place. Site of the first Primta ceremony. Was captured by the rebel Jaffa and held as a
new base of operations for the rebellion. It was the site of the ultimate weapon, one used to seed the galaxy
after the Ancient Plague, but can also be used to destroy all life in the galaxy. It was promised destroyed by
Bra'tac
Dakara Weapon – a creation of the Ancients that is capable of destroying – or seeding – all life in the
universe. It was used to destroy most of the Replicators and was destroyed by Adria in retaliation

Dal Shaka Mel- I die free
Dallas- Los Angeles class sub, fired upon the Blackbird to destroy the Replicators
Daniel Jackson, The – Asgard ship
Dargol-harmful fertilizer on Vyus, which increased people's life spans but also, made them infertile. Linea
experimented with it resulting in planet wide amnesia.
Darian- Hera's husband, leader on Juna P3X729
Darshkevich, General, - Vaselov went drinking with him in Novgorod
Davis, Paul Maj. USAF- Pentagon Liaison who Hammond asked for support from to get 3 more SG
teams. Was a target in the alien infiltration of Earth. Aided O'Neill and Carter in defeating the aliens.
Called to help during the Replicator crisis. JCS Liaison. Assisted in the negotiations with the Amra
Death Glider- Jaffa fighter, can ·thread the Needle· fly through a wormhole/Stargate, two seater
Dekeshan – Jaffa name ? for one of the Sodan
Del Tynan – Eamon's boss, hates the Ziraken
Delek – Tok'ra. Part of the group that does not trust Selmac/Jacob
Delmak- planet Netu orbits, Apophis crashed into it
Delmar O Kim-revenge of the wearer of the horns, cuckold
Delores- Simmons' secretary
Demeras – one of the Prior's real names. His wife was Adina, son Jaden and Alon
Denya – barmaid/harlot in Ver Isla. She's also a member of the resistance. She was killed by Tomin
Department of Aerospace Research – where geek Sam worked
Descent Pods-used to send people to Netu from orbit. Small pods with heat shields, also used as escape
pods
Deuterium oxide- heavy water, what the Urondans wanted to trade tech for
Devlin, Mark - Worked at Area 51, shot Kinsey, used a Remington 700
Devon – One of Mayfield's cronies. He continues to work with her
DHD-dial home device- contains 38 glyphs and is used to ·dial in· the address of a destination on a
Stargate. Presumably the NID still has one but the one the Russians recovered during world war 2 was
destroyed. The NID DHD, was recovered from Antarctica, it was used a few times but its power supply
died. It's been theorized that the power sources have a limited life span
Dixon, Dave, Col. – Leader of SG-13. Father of 4
Dj'nor- leader of the palace guards on Chulak
Dollen, Representative · Pangeran who negotiated with SG-1
Dol'ok · working with Khonsu, deceased
Dominic- Cassie's boy friend
Donner – AU, went to Chulak and died
Donoghue, Lois, Lt. USAF-member SG-10 died on P3W451 due to black hole
Donovan, Julia · reporter that tried to expose Prometheus
Doorway to Heaven- AKA Stargate
Douglas McLean Memorial Observatory- was set up on Hanka to observe a local black hole. It is
deserted because of planet wide contamination by Nirti.

Drey'ac of the Cordai Plains-Teal'c's wife. Remained on Chulak after Teal'c defected. Was considered an
outcast because of her husband's acts. Later married Fro'tak since she believed Teal'c was dead. Now lives
on The Land of Light with Ry'ac. Died when her symbiote matured and there was no replacement
Dreylock, Ambassador · Kelownan representative, now First Minister
DUEV- Deep Underground Excavation Vehicle
Duran, Rogelio – Daniel's guide in Honduras
Durentis – insane, crazy
E
Eamon – Warrick's brother
Eat Greeven – Hebridian curse
Edelson, J. Airman USAF-member SG-3 sent to retrieve Carter when her father was dying. Also member
SG-7 at one time
Edora- planet O'Neill was marooned on for 3 months when the gate was buried by an asteroid strike. While
there he formed a relationship with a local woman. Evacuated Edorans lived on earth for 3 months until the
gate could be cleared
Edwards, Col – leader Sg-11
Egar - mutant that killed Nirti and saved Sam's life. Has psychic abilities.
Egeria- Goa'uld queen who split from the Goa'uld 2000 years ago and spawned the Tok'ra movement. She
was killed by Ra. Most of the Tok'ra are her offspring. Roman goddess of fountains and childbirth.
Discovered to have been held captive by Shak'ran and used unwittingly by the Pangerans for medical
research. Is deceased
Egp indeo navo locus-I need new location
Elium · Enkaren
Elliot, Lt. · trainee, has been blended with Lantash to save his life
Ellorai - Leader on P4S237
Elobran/Alobran - Egar's brother, killed by Nirti, died when his body became unstable and broke down
Elrad- leader on G'tau, 39th congregation of Freyr
Embarkation Room- fortified room where the SGC keeps their Stargate. On level 28
Emerson, Paul, Colonel – commander of the Odyssey. He is killed when Anateo and the Lucian Alliance
try to capture his ship
Emissary – the leader/ruler of Galar
Enkaren- people the SGC relocated then had to re-relocate when it was discovered that their planet was
meant to be terra formed for the Gad-Meers
Erebus - Slave planet where Jaffa are worked to death to build Hatak ships. Bra'tac and Ry'ac were
imprisoned here for some time. It recently came under the control of Ba’al.
Eric – skateboarding kid
Etin- what the Cimmerians call the Goa'uld
Evalla – Pallen's wife. Killed by the Link.
Evanov, Sergi, Lt. Col. - Leader of the Russian team, killed by Nirti
Evans, Lt. – Nurse thought to have been blended with Anubis
Evans, Lt. – Officer on the Odyssey
Evans, Terrone – Persian Media Enterprises and probably member of the Trust, he and his partner
disappeared six months ago.

Eye of Odin · sun
Eye of Ra - used by Anubis to destroy Abydos. One of a set of 6, possibly part of a laser focusing system.
Eye of the Gods – an ancient device that permits the Sodan Jaffa to transport themselves around their
planet.
Eye of the Sun – a book left to Daniel by Catherine
Eye of Tiamat - weapon in possession of Marduk. Thought lost on P2X338. Recovered by Anubis and
used to destroy Abydos
F
Faith- One of the five virtues needed to find the Grail/Sangraal
Fallatis-ability
Fal-tor-kee - Good luck
Fannis – Villager. Doesn't quite believe in the Ori
Fargit-finished
Farrow-Marshall Aeronautics – one of several companies run by the Trust
Faxon, Joseph, Ambassador- led negotiation to with Aschen, presumed dead
Felger, Jay · Scientist studying transport rings, rescued SG-1. Went to Grover Cleveland HS. Singed off
Mr. Hoffman's eyebrows with an experiment gone awry. Tried to create a focused plasma pulse weapon.
Has a huge crush on Sam and hero-worships SG-1, Jack in particular
Fenri-flying creature on P3X774. Have been domesticated by the Nox.
Feretti, Louis, Maj. USAF- was on original mission to Abydos and originally part of SG-1, severely
injured in Apophis· attack on Abydos, now leader of SG-2
Ferguson, Bryce, Major – friend of Cam's. he was injured saving Cam's life so Cam got into the SGC
while he didn't. Is now dying of a brain aneurysm. Cam arranges for him to experience the Galeran
Memory Device to experience some of Cam's past. He was from Iowa.
Ferrell- Agar's second in command on Uronda
Ferrity, Dan, Special Agent, FBI – Friend of Pete Shanahan's. Ran background check on Sam
Fifth – one of the human like Replicators. Took a liking to Sam but was tricked into allowing an Asgard
created time dilation device to be fired, trapping him and his brethren on Hala. Later escaped and captured
Sam, wanting revenge for his betrayal. In the end, he let her go, but not before creating another Replicator,
in the image of his lost love, Sam. He was later killed by his creation who outsmarted and betrayed him.
Finney · One of the SF's hijacked on the Prometheus
Fire rain- Edoran term for an annual meteor shower caused by the planet's passing through a debris field.
Apx. Every 150 years it is severe enough for the debris to strike the surface of the planet.
Fisher, Lt. – Member of SG-6, carrier of Prior Plague
Fisher, Senator – Appropriations Committee Chairman
Fleming, Richard, Dr. · biologist, former Prof. of adv. Genetics at Stanford. Tried to expose goa'uld's in
Steveston, Oregon but was presumably killed although his body was never found
Foothold-military term to be used over unsecured communications referring to a hostile take over of a
military base by aliens.
Forsythe Chemicals – company under the control of or manipulated by Mayfield
Foxtrot Alpha Six – level of alarm, possibly Gate Breach
Frakes- member of SG-9 killed on P3X513 by Capt. Hansen

Frasier, Janet, Dr. Maj. USAF- is the CMO of the SGC. Is in charge of physicals on team members,
classifying diseases etc. the SG teams are exposed to. Adopted the child Cassandra when Nirti destroyed
her home world Hanka. Killed on P3X666.
Fred – customer of Joe's
Fred- homeless man who helped Machello when he possessed Daniel's body.
FRED-field remote expeditionary device
Freyr- ruler of elves, Asgard protector of G'tau
Friesen, Dr. – Killed on a hatak ship by marooned Ninja Jaffa
Frond- head
Fro'tak of the High Cliffs-childhood friend of Teal'c. Married Drey'ac and was killed by O'Neill as he
attempted to betray SG-1, worked in the hall of recording in the palace
Furlings-one of the four whom built the gates
G
Gad-Meer- highly advanced silicon based life form that terra formed the Enkaren planet
Gairwin-wife of the leader of Cimmeria. Aided SG-1 on their first visit and asked for their help when the
Goa'uld attacked.
Gal'a'quel - Jaffa, roughly translated: Hand it over
Galar – planet where they have memory implant technology, created from abandoned Goa'uld tech,
namely the memory device. The planet used to be under goa'uld rule but is now under the Asgard's
protection
Galaran memory Device – device that can record and implant memories
Gamma Site – located 24,000 light years from Earth. It was chosen because its atmosphere discouraged
beaming. Destroyed when R-75, the Prior Bugs, got loose
Ganon Lal – created the holographic teacher on Atlantis. Was also Morgan Le Fay
Gant, Erin, Major - First officer on Prometheus
Garan – Huntress and loyal subject of Arkhan
Garan- Laira's son on Edora
Gardner, Sarah - Acquaintance of Daniel's. Ex-girl friend. Present host of Osiris. Got her doctorate from
Cambridge, referenced some of Daniel's works in her thesis. Has now been freed from Osiris and is back on
Earth.
Gareth, Commander – Leader on Caledonia
Garrett, Col. – munitions supply officer
Garshaw of Beloit- Tok'ra leader, on the Tok'ra grand counsel, Yosef is her host
Gate Breach – level of attack when the iris has been penetrated
Gate of Magh Mar – what they called the Stargate in Revisions
Gateway - Bedrosian for Stargate
Gavos – One of Netan's Seconds. He was killed by Netan
GDO- garage door opener-carried by all members of SG teams is used to open the iris and permit safe
travel to Earth. Sends a signal telling the SGC who is coming through. The users must wait 72 seconds for
the signal to be received, decoded and the iris to open, SG-1·s code is 7062957 0282002. The Tok'ra and
Bra'tac also have one.
Gerak – elected leader of the Jaffa council. His motives have always been questioned however there has
never been proof of any wrong doing. He knew that Ba'al was on Earth, yet sought to capture him himself.

Also is not above using the methods of the goa'uld to secure intelligence and information.
His true motives are still unclear however he looks to be solely into it to grab power for himself, no matter
the cost. And as his power grows, the list of those that are willing to oppose him shortens.
he has converted to following the way of the Ori, and wishes all Jaffa to do the same. He died curing the
plague on earth
Gibson · One of the SF's hijacked on the Prometheus
Gilbride Hotel – where Ba'al, or one of them, holed up
Gilmore, Mark – ex CIA analyst that was assigned to Jack to be his aide. In reality, he was sent on behest
of the President to make sure Jack was capable of doing the job of CO of the SGC
Glastonbury – the SGC found a whole stash of Ancient stuff buried there
Glenn, LT – officer at Alpha Site, KIA
Glenwood Market · Where Vernon Sharp was working
Glyphs-symbols on the DHD and Stargate. There are 39 symbols representing constellations. 7 are used as
an address for each gate. Each gate has 39 symbols and each DHD has 38. Each destination has 1 unique
glyph, which is the symbol for that destination, the point of origin. The Asgard home world is outside of
our galaxy so its address is 8 glyphs
Goa'uld- A race of thousands of frail but aggressive parasites. Larvae reside between the brain stem and
spinal cord of a host. Born with a genetic memory from their maternal bloodline. Jaffa cannot communicate
with their larvae. This permits them to control the actions of the host. Using their superior technology, the
Goa'uld can easily conquer primitive races by appearing as gods. The Goa'uld do give their hosts increased
knowledge, strength, stamina and healing power. Apparently a Goa'uld can voluntarily leave their hosts
alive and intact but most seem to prefer remaining. Goa'uld have been witnessed to threaten the lives of
their hosts to prevent tampering by others. They can also give the hosts back control of their bodies.
Generally a larvae can transfer itself to a new host kill the Goa'uld while leaving the host alive. A larval
Goa'uld must spent several years in a Jaffa to mature before it can be implanted in a host. Pregnancy forces
the parasite into dormancy. It seems the parasite will force a pregnancy into premature delivery therefore
the parasite must become dormant and return control of the host to the host. The do possess the knowledge
to forcibly remove a from its host, leaving the host intact. When the goa'uld dies first it apparently releases
a toxin into the host's body, killing it slowly and painfully. A goa'uld queen can make a conscious decision
to make her off-spring with or without personalities.
Goa'uld Healing Device- can heal many wounds entirely or at least repair most of the damage. Carter can
use one of these devices.
Goa'uld Killers- biological organisms created by Machello to kill the larvae but leave the host intact. Will
cause extreme paranoia and mental distress when given to a Goa'uld less person
Goa'uld nano-virus- used by Pelops to accelerate the lifetime of the Argosians. Was deactivated by SG-1.
Goa'uld Shock Grenade- a weapon which discharges large amount of energy in the form of a blinding
flash and sonic shock. The weapon will render its targets unconscious and temporarily blind.
Golon Jarlath – racer in the Loop of Kon Garat, captain of the Oran
Gordie – Joe's employee
Gosling, Sabrina – Catherine's niece
Granis – Minor Celtic god, one of Camululus' lieutenants. Was executed by his own Jaffa
Great Circle- AKA Stargate
Great Ring of Avidan – name for Stargate. It was first discovered in the Kirellian Wastelands over 150
years ago and believed to be at least several thousand years old.
Green, Major – Second in command of second alpha site
Greene, Dr.- helped Carter with Linea
Greer, Capt. · Killed by Ashrak on Alpha Site

Greer, Colonel Grel'ka greenor
Grieves, Col. · Member of the rogue SGC that helped SG-1 fix the Sentinel. Was meshed with the
machine, Sentinel
Griff, Major. - helped search for Daniel when an Unas kidnapped him. Was wounded by a Goa'ulded
Rothman, had to baby-sit the scientists on M4C862. Is leader of SG-2
Grimsby - part of the med team that was on inoculation duty on 865. he was killed by the sleeping parasite
Grogan- new recruit to the SGC
Groom Lake Facility-Nellis AFB, AKA Area 51-where the SGC store some of their artifacts.
G'Tau- people on an Asgard protected world
Gunne, Raymond – plays Dr Levant on Wormhole Extreme
H
Hadden – leader of SG-12. sent with Teal'c to check into the Sodan call for help
Hagan, Miles – President of Tech Con
Hagman, Capt · a temporary member of SG-1
Haikon, Lord – Leader of the Sodan Jaffa. Has pledged his followers to the Ori. He knows that the Ori are
not the ancients but they are close and he seeks to use them to gain access to the Ancients. He has led the
Sodan for over 100 years He was critically injured by Volnek and is now on tretonin
Hailey, Jennifer- cadet Carter took through the gate possibly as a prequel to recruiting her to the program
Hakor kra terak schree- banished to oblivion
Hak'tyl – Liberation, refuge of a group of female Jaffa, fleeing Moloc's edicts
Hala, Halla – Planet where the Replicators were trapped and later escaped from. First world the Asgard
ever settled
Hale, Commander · Representative of Kelowna
Hall of Mjollnir- location of Thor's Hammer
Hall of Wisdom- what the G'tau use to communicate with the Asgard
Hamilton, Dr. - scientist on M4C862, killed by aliens there
Hammell Technologies – now the company is run by Ba'al
Hammer, James, Special Agent-reluctantly surrendered control of his ATF sting to the SGC when they
discovered the cult leader he was going after was really the Goa'uld Seth.
Hammond, Maj. Gen. George S. - is the leader of the SGC. Has experienced a time paradox loop. Served
with Jacob Carter during the cold war. Is willing to bend the rules upon occasion but not at the cost of lives.
Was only months away from retirement when he was given command of the SGC. Has two
granddaughters, Kayla and Tessa. Was forced to retire but was reinstated. Served in Viet Nam. Thirty year
AF vet. Is left handed. Served with Prez Hayes…were both Lt.'s together. In the wake of Anubis' attack,
was promoted to the unofficial department of Homeworld Security, where he oversees all things related to
Earth's defense and is now a Lieutenant General
Hanka- Cassandra's home world, P8X987, destroyed by Nirti, 1432 killed, where SG-7 tried to set up the
Douglas McLean Memorial Observatory
Hannah, Dr. – Doctor that checked Ba'al's DNA
Hanno-Teal·c killed his father
Hansen, Jonus, Capt. USAF - leader of SG-9. Went mad possibly due to UV radiation poisoning on
P3X513. Killed one of his own men (Frakes) and enslaved the native population to build him a temple.

Was once engaged to Carter. Was killed by the locals when they threw him through the gate without
sending the GDO code.
Hara kash- Ashrak torture ring
Harlan- android on P3X989, Altair, created robot replicants of sg-1
Harlow, Timothy, Dr.-helped the SGC help Teal'c when he was infected by the bugs on BP63Q1
Harper – Member of sg-3
Harper, Maj – SGC Personnel. Aided in the search for Vala
Harrid – Sallis' husband. They swapped personalities with Daniel and Vala and were killed when the Ori
found out.
Harriman, Walter – Master Sgt. Also known as Technician or Chevron dude. Has been Harriman, Davis
and Norman Davis. Davis, Mst. Sgt. Walter (Norman)- SGC support staff
Harris, Dr. – Doctor on the Alpha Site
Harry and Mary – whose 50th anniversary party Pete crashed to take Sam dancing
Harsisis, harsisus, harcisus- term for a child born of two joined hosts. Such offspring are strictly
forbidden by Goa'uld law. They will possess the genetic memory of all the Goa'uld. Such children are
hunted down and killed. The child was found on Kheb by SG-1 and 2 but allowed to leave in the care of
two aliens when SG-1 discovered the aliens could protect the child far better than they could.
Hartkins, Kevin, Dr. – Trust Operative. 'painted' the gate
Hassocks-probably a mild Goa'uld insult, Bra'tac called O'Neill one. Possibly means fool
Hatak class warship- looks like a pyramid, was Ra's temple on Abydos
Hataka-Poss. vile one, Jaffa epithet or curse, possible traitor
Hathor- a Goa'uld queen who was a counterpart of Ra but later turned against him. Interred on Earth in a
sarcophagus for 4000 years. Attempted to set up a hive in SGC. She used a pheromone to control the men
of the base and was defeated by the female members. She has a device, which can make a Jaffa pouch in
anyone. She attempted to make O'Neill into a Jaffa but was stopped by Carter. She escaped to Chulak after
her efforts failed. Later she created a fake SGC on a planet and used it to try to fool SG-1 into thinking they
were 100·s of years in the future. She also tried to blend O'Neill with a Goa'uld but was stopped by a
Tok'ra. O'Neill killed her (she was dropped into a freezing tank but no body was recovered).
Hawkins, Maj. - leader SG-11. Was Goa'ulded and killed
Hawks, Ann, Major – Janet saved her life
Hawthorn County - Where Piedmont Airfield was, Vernon tried to get a flight to Las Vegas from there
Hayes, Henry, President – President of the United states as of the end of season seven
Healy - One of the scientists working on the mimic devices, transferred to work on Prometheus
Heart of Light – another name for a ZPM
Hebredon/Hebrenak - home planet of Pendar, Coruso, Renard and Warwick. Freed from the goa'uld by
the Ziraken. It has now fallen to the Ori
Hebron of Paravel- host to Tanith
Hedantes- a prison planet used by the Taldor. Linea and SG-1 were incarcerated here for a time.
Hedrezar- Leader of the Enkarens
Heelksha-gods of the underworld on Broca
Heimdall · Asgard scientist
Heliopolis-meeting place for the Four, Ernest's world, P3X972 (PB2098)

Helsian Tower – located in Seattle it was blown up by Ba'al as proof that he should not be attacked. The
Prometheus beamed it into space where it exploded harmlessly then beamed the rubble back to Earth
however theories abound as to what really happened.
Henderson Dig – archaeological dig in Egypt
Hera- Darien's wife on Juna
Herak · First Prime of Lord Khonsu of Amon Shek, killed Khonsu. Served Ba'al and is now first prime to
Anubis. Presumably died with him
Hershfield, Dr. – AU Sam's boss
Heru'ur-son of Ra and Hathor, rival of Apophis. Killed half the population of Cimmeria before being
stopped by the Asgard. Attempted to kidnap Apophis· and Amaunet's child. He is currently in a power
struggle with Sokar, hawk is his symbol. Presumably killed by Apophis.
HG2340- Aka McClarium, heavy substance Carter tried to introduce into G'tau sun to fix it
High Council of the System Lords - a rather shaky coalition of the most powerful Goa’uld in the galaxy
who only cooperate when it suits them. There are about 12 members, but their numbers vary
Hill, Laura – One of Loki's victims
Hodophobia-travel anxiety, Daniel suffers from it
Hok'Tar- slang for augmented humans
Holly – Pres. Hayes secretary
Homer – Jack's boat
Horus Guards- the Jaffa who guard the family of Ra
Hoskins – Trust member, killed by Teal'c
Hubald-creator of android technology on Altair, P3X989
Hudson, C. Corp., USAF- member SG-3
Hudson, H. Capt. USAF- member SG-3 sent to retrieve Carter when her father was dying
Hutchinson, Dr – psychologist. part of the med team that was on inoculation duty on 865. he was killed by
the sleeping parasite
I
IDC- name for the GDO code (iris deactivation code), Jack's is 903224637
Ihntar-Jaffa training weapons. These devices are capable of looking like any weapon but deliver a nonlethal stun blast. They can be identified by a red crystal on a weapon
Imhotep · Goa'uld that possessed K'Tano and hid in him, deceased
Immunotech · working on cloning Conrad's goa'uld, a wholly owned subsidiary of Zetatron Industries
Inago – Jaffa associate of Vala's
International Oversight Advisory – civilian group charged with keeping an eye on the SGC
Iris-a titanium alloy shield placed 5 micron from the event horizon. Prevents any matter from fully coming
through the gate and will destroy anything or anyone coming against it. Was destroyed by the black hole
and replaced with a titanium/trillium shield which barely withstood Sokar's attack. Can be placed within the
event horizon effectively burying the gate
Ishker – goa'uld that once ruled the Sodan. They rebelled and killed him/her 5000 years ago
Ishta – former priestess of Moloc. Fled with her follows in an attempt to save the lives of countless female
Jaffa sentenced to death.
Isis- wife of Osiris, mother or Seth. Imprisoned along with Osiris in stasis jars and left on Earth. Hers failed
and she died.

J
Jackson, Claire,- Daniel's mother, killed in a museum accident when Daniel was young, wife of
Melbourne
Jackson, Daniel, Dr.- civilian, doctor of Archaeology. Discovered how the gates work, was on the original
mission to Abydos and stayed behind to marry Shau'ri. She was taken by Apophis as a host. He speaks 23
languages and has been to at least 1 alternate reality. Knows how to midwife, lives alone and keeps
journals. Is an orphan, parents killed when a museum exhibit fell on them. Birthday is July 8, like
chocolate. Walnut cookies. Taught Robert Rothman who replaced him briefly (only in Jackson's mind)
afraid of heights, acrophobia, also suffers from Hodophobia, travel anxiety. His grandfather, Nick Ballard
refused to adopt him when he was 8 because he was traveling too much. Had his appendix out. Ascended to
a higher plane of existence after receiving a lethal dose of naquadria radiation. Has since descended back to
being human, rejoined SG-1. Was once involved with Sarah Gardner, but it broke up when he put work
first and her second. Marooned on Caledonia for several weeks.
Jackson, Melbourne- Daniel's father, killed in a museum accident, husband of Claire
Jaffa hol. Kal vak. Rin nok. – I do the bidding of Ba'al. be silent!
Jaffa Priests- these people care for the infant Goa'uld and carry on the Primta procedures and the
transferring between hosts.
Jaffa- they carry a larval Goa'uld in a pouch in their abdomen. Larvae trades incubation for superior
strength and healing ability. The host maintains control of his/her thoughts and free will. Jaffa are mainly
the foot soldiers of the Goa'uld They wear armor specific to who they serve (Apophis· device is a serpent
and all his Jaffa wear serpent symbols) The Jaffa incubate the Goa'uld for several years before it is mature
enough to be implanted into a host. A Jaffa then receives a new larvae. To prevent rejection by a hosts·
immune system, the larvae destroys the hosts immune system and uses its own. Therefore once a Jaffa has
been given his Primta he/she cannot live without a larva. There is some success using tretonin, but it has a
80% success rate.
Jalen · Tok'ra that rescued SG-1
Jamala-native boy who traded clothes with O'Neill on P3X513
James, Dale, Tech. Sgt. – Ran camera for Emmett Bregman
James, Krista – Teal'c's neighbor. Her boyfriend is killed and Teal'c is blamed
Jameson, Alex – CFO of Farrow-Marshall Aeronautics. Disappeared off earth and was tortured to death by
Yat'yir. He was also a goa'uld and, presumably, a member of the Trust
Jameson, Sheila – Alex's wife
Jaron- Yu's trusted body servant
JCS-joint chiefs of staff
Jebanna - Kendra's home planet
Jeff Eisen- Gave Charlie a water gun to play with
Jennings – ex- NID agent and member of the Trust who launched the chemical attack. Fell victim to some
unknown goa'uld, was implanted and returned to Earth with the mission of implanting Earth's leaders. Was
presumably killed when the Prometheus blew up his ship
Jenny- girlfriend of Michael, traveled with SG-1 cross-country when they were stuck in 1969.
Joe- one of the guards for the NID
Johnson, Kerry – CIA. Assigned to track down the goa'uld still at large after the Trust were broken up
Johnson, Lt. Marine-attacks Teal'c while under effects of histolic virus
Jolan – one of the Sodan Jaffa. Taught Cam how to fight so that he could survive the Kel'shek'lo. Used his
knowledge of herbs to allow Cam to 'die' and return home. His brother is Volnek.
Jolen - Tok'ra. Scanned the planet in Promised Land

Jolinar of Malkshur- the name of the Tok'ra who blended with Carter as a last ditch effort to survive.
Offered to give Carter back to the SGC if ·she· was allowed to go through the gate. The SGC refused.
Jolinar/Carter was attacked by an Ashrak and Jolinar used all her strength to save Carter's life. Carter
retains some of the memories of Jolinar. She had been captured by Sokar and tortured. She was the only
person to escape from Netu. Was the mate of Martouf
Jona- false identity given to Jack
Jona-se-que · challenge to the death
Jones · One of the men that hijacked the Prometheus
Jordan, Dr. David - Daniel's old archaeology professor. Was killed in an explosion
Julius - name given to one of the fossilized Goa'uld found by Rothman
Juna- P3X729- SG-1 led the inhabitants in a rebellion, then Cronos came. Robot SG-1 died killing Cronos
and re-liberating the planet
Jup/Jut – Tenat's partner. First seen in Prometheus Unbound. Are crafty, devious, stupid but not to bet
rusted
K
Ka - no, not
Ka cha - go, journey
Ka keka! - don’t kill, unarmed
Ka nay - friend
Ka naya - tribe, clan
Ka no na - not home, somewhere else
Ka nok - not now, later
Ka·lash- Goa'uld for soul, it is said by the Tok'ra the sarcophagus steals a person's soul
Kada - naqahdah
Kahl·ma- child
Kahne- friend
Kalan - Orbanian, Tomin's father
Kalek shal kek · victory or death
Kal'el – female member of Jaffa council. Represents Ishta's people She knows that Gerak is bad but lacks
the ability to really do anything about it. Recently fell victim to Ba'al's brainwashing.
Kali – One of the system Lords
Kallana – Jaffa world destroyed by the Ori. Many thousands died, including a cousin of Yat'yir
Kaltesh – well known Jaffa battle tactic. They flank from two sides
Kanan · Tok'ra that blended with, healed then abandoned Jack
Kane, Jarrod, Senator – Gareth's aide and Leda's husband. He later journeyed to Earth to ask for their
help. The Ori have visited Tagalas and given the Rand Protectorate a satellite weapon.
Kane, Leda – Woman who saves Daniel. Died after she refused to accept the Ori. Jarrod's wife
Karug – One of Netan's Seconds and member of the Lucian Alliance
Kar'yn – Ry'ac's wife
Kassa – addictive corn. Created by and peddled by the Lucian Alliance
Kasuf-Shau·ri and Skaara's father, Daniel's father-in-law. Hid Shau'ri's son on Abydos.
Katana – Vala has a deal with traders there

Kawalski, Charles Maj. USAF - on original mission to Abydos. Had served with O'Neill before, In 1982
they were on a mission together which went bad and John was killed. Went with O'Neill back to Abydos
and then to Chulak. There he was infected with a Goa'uld and Teal'c was forced to kill him. Versions of
him do exist in alternate realities.
Kawan, mines of – naqahdah mines where an Ashrak killed all
Kawoosh – the unstable vortex of the Stargate
Kayla- one of Hammond's granddaughters
Ke- native name for trinium
Ke·ra-Minister of Heath and Restructuring on Vyus. Was really Linea with her memory erased
Kearney, Maj. – Base Security
Keenin – young boy on the Stromos, Pharrin's son
Keeper- the caretaker of the people
Keffler, Dr. – son of Nazi scientist. Created Anna, a goa'uld/human hybrid. Also killed by her
Kefflin – reclusive Second of Netan. Cam impersonates him to infiltrate the Lucian Alliance
Kek - Jaffa word, means Death and Weak
Kekata - staff weapon
Kel - question word
Kel ma lek – what's going on?
Kel no reem-Jaffa meditate sleep, like sleeping while awake
Kel nok ma kan ska nat? - How long will the peace agreement take?
Kel·ma-sanctuary
Kel·sha- good morning
Kelly, Dr. – Specialist that works with the SGC
Kelma tokeem - You are poisoned
Kel'maa · Tok'ra that gave up her host to allow Egeria to blend. Both are deceased
Kel'mak · cheers (as in a toast)
Kelowna · Jonas' home planet. At about a 1940 level of tech. Is in the middle of a war between three major
continents. Was attacked by Anubis. Is now known as Langara
Kel'shak- some sort of expletive
Kel'shak'lo – 'justice' for the Sodan. Roughly translates to 'eye for an eye'
Keltesh - a Jaffa battle tactic with a flanking attack from two sides
Kendra- a host who lost her Goa'uld to Thor's Hammer. Lived in exile on Cimmeria and aided the natives.
Since she hated her Goa'uld and what it did, she was happy to live in exile. Was killed when the Goa'uld,
led by Heru'ur attacked Cimmeria.
Kendrick – Nevin's father
Kendrick, Richard, Col. – Office of Special Investigation (OSI) – is most concerned about Teal'c living
out in public
Kennedy, Col.-interrogated Teal'c when he originally arrived on Earth.
Kent, Mr. – Trust guy
Kepler Space Probe- how they discovered the asteroid headed towards earth
Keron- Asgard name for energy particles of which the Replicators are made

Kerrigan, Gen.- Leader of the Air Force Academy. Apparently holds Sam in some regard
Kershaw, Lt. · Member of renegade SGC, captured and sentenced to death, helped fix the sentinel, is
deceased
Khalek – a genetic blending of human and Anubis' preascended DNA. Was attempting to ascend when he
was killed.
Kheb- where Amaunet/Shau'ri hid her son. Known as the place where Osiris hid from Seth, P3T761
Khonsu, Lord · Tok'ra undercover as a goa'uld. Was killed by his first Prime Herak
Khordib - native on the planet where Daniel is found
K'htep – ancient Egyptian who helped a stranded Daniel and SG-1 when they went back in time. His
brother was killed by Ra when Ra didn't like their offering.
Kiana Cyr – young Kelownan woman taken by a goa'uld who was working for Ba'al. She attempted to
conquer Kelowna(Langara) and have it for her own, yet failed. The goa'uld perished saving the host's life
Kiel- person on P3A194
Kieran, Dr. · Old friend and mentor of Jonas'. Is suffering from naquadria induced schizophrenia.
Kin·tac-Apophis made him his first prime, was probably killed when Netu exploded
Kindness- One of the five virtues needed to find the Grail/Sangraal
Kindra – Jaffa for second in command, successor?
King Arkhan – What Maybourne was known as
Kinsey, Robert, Senator- wants to shut down the SGC, Chairman of the Senate Appropriation Committee,
involved with NID and various conspiracies. Now is President Haye's Vice-President. Also has a huge
grudge against the SGC and SG-1 in particular. Was forced to resign by President Hayes
Kirensky, Valentine, Major- Russian that led rogue team to P2X338, died there
Kirkland, Colonel – Officer on Prometheus
Kiselev, Ruslan, General – Russian general who was implanted with a goa'uld
Kitka- danger
Kleinhouse, Dr. - one of the archaeologists who found Hathor's sarcophagus. Was killed by her.
Klorel-the Goa'uld symbiote who is joined with Skaara. Believed to be the offspring of the symbiote in
Apophis. Was decided in a Tollan triad that Klorel was to be separated from Skaara. The separation was
successful and Klorel was sent through the gate to a Goa'uld world.
Knox, Sheriff · Sheriff in Steveston Oregon
Ko - give, take
Kohl's · Jaffa in Apophis' service
Konstantinov, Anatole – Russian cosmonaut, invaded by Anubis and died because of it
Kor Asek – unas for Iron shirt
Kordesh- Tok'ra that was really Goa'uld spy
Kormac – 'marriage' bracelets. Used by goa'uld to bind Jaffa and prisoners. If one escapes/dies, so will the
other
Korolev – the Russian ship that they got in exchange for allowing Earth to keep their gate. It was destroyed
by the Ori
Korush-Naitotem- warning for other Jaffa
Kovacek, Stan, Maj. - leader SG-3 (9) negotiated for the release of SG-1 from the Taldor
Kranto Staff – Sodan weapon

Kree chok - do not move
Kree- Jaffa word, attention, listen up, concentrate
Kree jelna - Leave us
Kree shak nel – they're coming with us
Kreeka - Arm, Ready your weapons
Kresh·taa-outcasts
Kreshtaa, Ambush of - attack on rebel camp. 106 Jaffa massacred, Teal'c and Bra'tac barely survived
Krieger, Sgt. · NID agent
KS7535 – Ice planet where Anubis was marooned in Vaselov's body
K'Tano · Jaffa that was taken over by Imhotep
Kull Warriors – cloned army created by Anubis. Symbiotes are birthed by a queen with no personality,
leaving them blank slates to be imprinted however Anubis wants. They are engineered for speed and
strength, possessing more of that than is sustainable. They will 'burn out' and die relatively quickly, but are
virtually unstoppable until then. They are clothed in an armor that deflects energy weapons and many
projectile weapons.
Kvasir – Asgard that helped fix the rip in time and also assisted with defeating the Ori SuperGate
Kynthia- Argosian who fell for and seduced O'Neill
L
La·moor, Princess-niece of Roham
Labyrinth- where Thor's hammer sent Teal'c and O'Neill, to leave one must pass through ·The Hammer·
which will drive a Goa'uld out of a host.
Lacun - to be lost
La'el Montrose – racer in the Loop
Laira- woman on Edora who fell for and befriended O'Neill when he was marooned there. May be carrying
his child. Mother of Garan, widow
Lak-na-kol - Jaffa for ·falling star·
Lam, Carolyn, Dr. – new civilian doctor at the SGC. Has a relationship of some sort with General Landry.
Worked on infectious diseases at the CDC. Is renting a house in Cimarron Hills. Her father is General
Landry
Land of Light- Broca, P3X797
Landry, Henry 'Hank', General – new commander of the SGC. Hand picked by Jack. Thinks marines are
cocky. Likes basketball and maybe Superman? Has a daughter who is the SGC's doctor. Their relationship
is strained at best. His ex-wife, her mother is still living. He likes Dr Phil
Lanford-replicated officer by P3X118 aliens
Langara – new name of Kelowna, taken from an old dialect common to all three groups. The planet has
now fallen to the Ori
Langford, Catherine, Dr.-her father discovered the Stargate buried in Giza, Egypt in 1920. She lost her
fiancée to the Stargate; he went through and could not return. She recruited Daniel to the project. Her
fiancée was rescued by SG-1 50 years later. Born in 1924. Now retired and has passed on
Langham, Brent - One of the scientists working on the duplicating devices
Lantash- Martouf's symbiote, is currently in Elliot, presumed dead
LaPierre, Jean – French representative to the IOA
Latal – Jaffa, killed by the Priors

Latona - Planet that the Sentinel was on. Attacked by Svarog P2A018, written language is similar to
language on P2A463
Lawry, James, - President of Alloraf Pharmaceuticals and probably member of the Trust
Layalle- wife of Orner/Nodaal- inhabitant of Vyus
Le Fay, Morgan – a rival of Merlin's and an ancient. At first she disagreed with him and was sent to spy
on him but later she believed in him and his cause. She gave Daniel the name of the planets he was looking
for but was pulled back by the others when she attempted to give him specific information. As an Ancient
she was called Ganon Lal
Lee, Bill Dr. - scientist on M4C862, also worked with Sam to decipher the Furling language in an effort to
find O'Neill and Maybourne
Leo - Gun dealer's assistant
Level 16- contains a tunnel to the surface, detention cells, and security station
Level 18 - Jonas' lab
Level 19-Rothman·s lab, Sam's Lab
Level 21- infirmary
Level 22- isolation rooms/commissary/kitchen
Level 23- where victims of the aliens were kept
Level 24- MALP storage room
Level 25 - VIP Quarters, Gate Relay Capacitors, gate relay capacitors
Level 27- armory
Level 28- where the Stargate and control room are kept (briefing room maybe. It is either on the upper half
of level 28 or level 27. Hammond's office is adjacent to the briefing room)
Levinson, Jason-tried to release his son Tommy from Seth's cult
Levinson, Tommy-Son of Jason, member of Seth's cult
Lexa – a drug that Jolan gave to Cam to fake his death
Linea-found by SG-1 imprisoned on Hedantes. She told them she was exiled for failing to cure a plague. In
reality she caused the plague and held the cure ransom for political power. She helped SG-1 escape then
used the SGC computers to learn about the Stargate system and escaped. Her whereabouts were unknown
until a mission to P2Q463 where they discovered a younger and memory-less Linea living as Ke·ra, the
Minister of Health and Restructuring. She had tried o use a local fertilizer to prolong her life. The test
resulted in the whole planet growing younger and losing their memories. The SGC managed to return all
the memories except Linea/Ke·ra·s. Ke·ra/Linea chose to remain on Vyus with her memories of Linea
blocked.
Link, the – computer link that joins all members of P3X239
Linvris-collective term for a league of lesser Goa'uld
Liptchit, Airman – charged with helping SG-1 get the delegates to safety. Killed by R-75
Littlefield, Ernest, Dr. - went through the gate to P3X972 50 years ago. Was stranded and presumed dead.
Was rescued only when Daniel discovered old tapes of the experiment and convinced Hammond to mount
a rescue operation. Ernest decoded alien technology on the planet and discovered a universal language of
atoms used by the four original races.
Lloyd, Martin - knew about the Stargate. Was really one of five aliens living on earth after they defected
from their home planet. Is currently working in Hollywood on the set of Wormhole Extreme
Loder- officer killed by Unas
Loki - Asgard, used to visit Earth and experimented on humans. He cloned Jack and now there is a young
clone of Jack running around.

Long Range Visual Communication Device-used to communicate over long distances, can be large can
also be hand held, ·Goa'uld TV·
Loop of Kon Garat – Annual Hebridian race, winner gets a contract with the Tech Con Group
Loren- Young man stranded on P4X347
Lorne, Maj – member of SG-11
Lorsak –
Lota - wait
Lotan- artificial construct made by the Gad-Meer ship to communicate with SG-1. Helped the Enkarens
return to their original home world and was invited to live with them.
Lucas, Christopher, Lt. USAF - member SG-7
Lucian Alliance – former smugglers and mercenaries who have formed an alliance to try and take
riches/power/holdings abandoned by the defeated goa'uld. It is led by Netan who is assisted by twenty
Seconds, all of whom vie with each other for power
Lya-female Nox, aided in giving the Tollans a new home, was the neutral Archon in Skaara/Klorel·s triad.
Aided Teal'c in protecting Tollana by hiding one of the Tollans· ion cannons, protecting it from destruction
and saving the planet from attack by a Hatak warship.
Lynch, Andre – one of Loki's victims
M
M4C862- moon originally planned to be location of extended scientific outpost. Abandoned when
indigenous life form proved fatal to humans
Ma kan - agreement
Machello-lone inhabitant of P9R427, has engineered some anti-Goa'uld devices, among them the little
slugs which will kill a Goa'uld without killing the host.
Mackenzie, Dr. - helped SG-1 get their real memories back after NEM implanted false ones of Daniel's
death. Psychiatric consultant for the SGC
MacKenzie, Sgt – Sgt on duty when the Stargate was stolen
Madrona-touchstone world PX7941, offered as a possible home to the Langaraan refugees, 14,000 light
years from Earth
Makepeace, Col. USMC- led the rescue of SG-1 from Hathor, sent with SG-3 to retrieve Carter from
P34353J when Jacob Carter was dying. Was a spy for Maybourne and was captured along with one of the
renegade teams. Assumed prosecuted
Mal Doran, Vala –woman who claimed she was an ex-host whose subjects rebelled, captured and tortured
her for days. She was taken in by the Tok'ra, freed of her snake, nursed back to health. Can still use goa'uld
tech. is also a con-artist and schemer. Captured the Prometheus single handedly wearing the suit of a super
soldier. con artist. She was host to Qetesh for a period of time and was freed four years ago after her
people turned on her, imprisoned her and tortured her. She maintains being a con artist and scam artist with
multiple alliances, some friendlier than others, across the galaxy. She helped to prevent the creation of the
'super gate' and may have been transported into the Orii's galaxy in the process. In the Ori galaxy, she's
found herself pregnant with a child that was not conceived by normal means. She has contacted Earth to try
and wan them about an impending Ori invasion. Her daughter, Adria, is the Orisii, a leader of the Ori. She
was named after Vala's step-mother. A Witch of a woman. She's been to Chulak before.
Mala – Ishta's second in command, died trying to see if tretonin would work as a replacement for larva
Malcus, Brother- Leader of the G'tau
Maldarran – trial
Malek · Tok'ra. He worked with Earth to defeat the Ashrak on the alpha site. Also was called in when SG-1
found Egeria

Mallin- female acquaintance of Nyan on Bedrosia. Last seen in the custody of Riegar
MALP Probe- mobile analytic laboratory probe-remote probe used by the SGC to determine landing
conditions before going through the gate. Can also be used for surveillance and communications
Mansfield – AU, went to Chulak and died
Marchenko, Lt. · Russian officer, killed on P2X338
Marduk-captured Kendra from Jebanna. Imprisoned in his sarcophagus by his own priests. Killed by a
creature put in there with him.
Marell, Dr. – Reya Varrick's ex. He murdered her
Mark 9 – bomb created by Carter known as a 'gate buster'. Is capable of delivering a multi gigaton
warhead. Enhanced with naqadria and will vaporize anything within 100 miles
Marks, Capt/LT – Officer/ crewman on Prometheus
Marks, Lt./Maj – Crewman/ officer on Odyssey.
Marlowe, Nick, - played Colonel Danning on Wormhole Extreme but he quit the show
Marnon- Tok'ra who accompanied Anise to earth
Martell, Al – Julia Donovan's producer
Martha- maid in Catherine's father's house
Martice – Sovereign of Taltus, inhabited Daniel for a time
Martouf- a Tok'ra, Jolinar's mate, led/aided in the rescue of Selmac/Jacob Carter, host to Lantash, has been
tortured before. Was a Zatarc and attempted to kill the president. Was killed by Carter. Kept in stasis for a
time, Martouf died, however Lantash survived
Marvel, Lance, Corp. USAF - member SG-2
Matrix Crystal – goa'uld and Tok'ra data crystal
Maxwell – One of the villagers on the Grail Planet
Maybourne, Harry, Col.- wanted to keep the Tollans on Earth. Also aided Samuel's in building two
warheads to use against Apophis· attack. They were ineffective. Replaced Kennedy in the NID. Aided the
SGC in repelling an invasion through the gate. Was revealed to be running a renegade SGC who would
steal anything the real SGC couldn't negotiate for. Not known if he was successfully prosecuted. Aided
O'Neill in reinstating Hammond to command then escaped custody Helped O'Neill find Carter and find
where the NID was holding Conrad. Fearing that the next President would not grant him a pardon for his
actions, managed to get off world and is presumably 'retired' on alien planet. He later became known as
King Arkon the great on the planet, using a carved pillar he found to 'predict' the future by interpreting
carvings left there by a time traveling Ancient. He was exposed as a fraud but still remains on the planet,
the leader of its people and accepted as such
Mayfield, Charlotte – Ba'al's personal assistant and human host of Athena
Maynard, Francis, General – chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff
Maz'rai – old friend of Bra'tac's. he was also brainwashed but succumbed to the Rite of Malsharran
McCafferty, Malcolm, Airman – base security
McClaren, Dr. - inventor of HG2340, dubbed McClarium by Carter
McClarium- Heave metal created by Doctor McClaren
McKay, Dr. · Simmons' choice of a person to help Carter figure out how to get Teal'c out of the gate. Has
been sent to Russian to work on their program. Wanted to be a pianist. Was assigned to and sent to Atlantis
McKenzie – medic on SG-12
McKnight, Senator – wanted a meeting with Kinsey
McNair, Doug – Krista's abusive boyfriend. He is killed and she is blamed

Meade, Dr. - one of the scientist on M4C862
MEC – Multiple Engine Controls
Megan – Hayes' secretary
Megtal - Jaffa, you're sloppy
Melmac · Where Jack told Vernon the aliens were from
Melosha- Tupelo's daughter, infected with histolic virus
Memory device- can be used by Goa'uld or Tok'ra to access human memories. Has many settings from a
light reminder to actually making the person relive the event. Is also capable of creating memories when
used in conjunction with a hallucinogenic
Memory stamp- was to make and keep a workforce biddable. Was used on SG-1 erasing their memories
and implanting false ones.
Menard- Maybourne's password, user name
Menard, Lt. – Member of SG-11
Menat - Hathor's Jaffaing device
Mendez, Diana · Conrad's assistant. Killed by him.
Merlin – Ascended ancient who appeared in earth's past also known of as Wizard of Darkness and
Mischief. His Ancient name was Moros and he was the last High Chancellor of Atlantis
Merrin - Orbanian, one of the Urrone, through the sharing of her knowledge, the Orbanians will now try to
re-educate their children after their nanites are removed.
Methylphosphonothioic Acid – nerve gas
Meurik – the Governor of Camelot
Meyers · Scientist helping Felger and Coombs study the transport rings
Michael- young man who helped SG-1 when they were stuck in 1969. His girlfriend is Jenny. Michael was
drafted and his fate is unknown.
Michaels, Barbara-John's wife, he asked O'Neill to take care of her when he died
Michaels, Francine, Dr. · scientist working in Antarctica that discovered Aiyanna.
Michaels, John, Col.- was on a black ops mission with O'Neill and Kawalski in 1982, it went bad and he
was killed.
Midgard- Cimmarian for Earth
Mikhailov, President – Russian President, Kinsey was trying to implant him with a goa'uld
Mikta-as in pain in the Mikta
Milic – One of Netan's Seconds and member of the Lucian Alliance
Miller, Lisa – One of Loki's victims
Mimic Devices - used by aliens from P3X118 to infiltrate the SGC. Twelve survived intact. They can hold
their original image indefinitely, or a programmed image for a matter of minutes. They were in custody of
the NID, studied by Singh, Healy and Langham. They were used in an attempt to frame O'Neill for the
murder of Kinsey.
Mind Fire- 'disease' Cassie's people go through, the result of goa'uld genetic manipulation
Mitchell, Cameron, Lt Col – led the 302 wing in defense of SG1 during Lost City. Was critically injured.
In reward, was promised any posting he wanted. Wants SG-1. He has a mother and Uncle Marvin and a
grandmother who was quite a bible beater. Likes football. His call sign was Shaft. He went through six
weeks of Air Born training at Fort Benning . His dad was a test pilot who lost both his legs in an accident.
Cam was involved in a friendly fire incident where bad intel led to him bombing a group of refugees.

Knows that he's impatient and behaves rashly. Prefers instant coffee. He has a kid brother that he used to
have broomstick fights with. He lives in an apartment.
Mobile Attack Turret- a 2.50 caliber machine gun mounted on an ATV chassis, can be remote or
manually controlled to provide defensive or offensive support for SG teams
Moloc – Goa'uld, ordered that all female children should be killed to preserve supplies for the males. Was
killed after he tortured then tried to kill Ishta
Monroe, Prof.- Teacher of Hailey's
Moros – Last High Chancellor of Atlantis. He also assumed the persona of Merlin
Morrigan – One of the System Lords, she capitulated to Ba'al
Morrison, Lt. Robert. - SG-3 wounded onP35452
Mot - Ba'al's minion. Canaanite god of Death
Moughal- Shavadai chieftain, Abu's father
Mount Palat – dormant volcano on Kelowna/Langara
Mountains of Dor'to'nak – mountain range that lies between the gate and the Sodan village on P9G844.
no one who has attempted to cross it has survived
Mstabe · Jaffa martial art
Muirios – racer in the Loop
Muon radiation- found on P3X377. Adversely affected Carter and O'Neill and to a lesser extent Teal'c
who all suffered from various degrees of radiation poisoning from it. It makes a person's hypothalamus go
all out of whack.
Murphy, Larry, Dr. · Scientist at Area 51 that worked on the X-302
Myers, Dr. – the lead etymologist at the Gamma Site. Was killed by R-75
Mynot, ND· Location of NID safe house where Conrad was kept
M'Zel – Rebel Jaffa leader. Was killed in the trust's attack on P3S114
N
Nadal, President – Leader of the Rand Protectorate. Fell in with the Ori and was killed by Commander
Pernaux
Nafrayu-Nox child
Nan - food, eat
Naonak-first prime of Sokar. Killed Bynarr. Is really Apophis
Naqahdah reactor-device gotten from the Orbanians, hoped to be a new energy source, the SGC can now
make their own, and it can be used to power a gate to manually dial it if a DHD is missing. Can also be
rigged to explode
Naqahdah-alien element the Stargate is made of. Has superconductor properties. Is also used to power the
staff weapons and Zat guns. Can also be used as an explosive. People who have been hosts or Jaffa also
contain traces of Naqahdah in their blood
Naquadria · Different, more powerful form of Naqahdah found on Kelowna. Extended exposure to
naquadria radiation can cause irreversible brain damage. Substance was first created 3,000 years ago by
Thanos who found a way to turn normal naqahdah into naquadria. It will eventually revert to its normal
state. Naquadria is highly unstable and capable of destroying whole planets
Naquadria is not native to P2S-4C3 and does not occur in nature
Narim-Tollen, who formed a friendship with Carter, came to Earth to ask SG-1 to be present at
Skaara/Klorel·s triad. Status unknown after goa'uld attack on Tollana
Nasyia- home world of the Nasyians who were attacked by the Goa'uld who were looking to kill Jolinar.

Nasyians- people rescued from an unexpected Goa'uld attack. They were relocated by the SGC.
Nathan – compatriot of Mayfield
Naytha- Garan's girlfriend on Edora
Neelan Liquor - liquor store where Jack met Col. Beck
Nefertem- Goa'uld who brought the people to Bedrosia/Optrica. Is worshipped by the Bedrosians who see
him as a god. His symbol is a blue lotus flower
Neith – one of Ishta's seconds. Nesa's sister
Nellis AFB- Groom Lake Facility, AKA area 51-where the SGC store some of their artifacts
Nelson, Capt. AKA Novar-one of the children Apophis was training to infiltrate Earth.
NEM- creature on P3X866, Oannes. Kidnapped Daniel and implanted memories of his death in the rest of
SG-1. Only wanted Daniel to tell him where his wife Omoroca was.
Nemeth Kree · mild invective
Nerus – goa'uld who was into avarice, gluttony and was also an inventor of technology. He served Baal for
centuries.
Nesa – Neith's sister.
Netan – Leader of the Lucian Alliance. He has 20 lieutenants, called Seconds, that run aspects of his
empire. He is fearful of the SGC, afraid of angering them even as he is annoyed with them for consistently
thwarting him
Netu- prison moon set up by Sokar, is literally hell, barely breathable atmosphere and exposed molten core.
Atmosphere is impenetrable to ships. Was destroyed by a Tok'ra bomb in an attempt to kill Sokar.
Neumann- one of the people SG-1 chased through the gate in Utah. Is a member of the renegade SGC that
O'Neill exposed and shut down. Was returned to earth presumably for prosecution of treason charges
Nevin – Kendrick's son
New Cloverleaf Restaurant. - Located in Billings Mont. Where Martin Lloyd and O'Neill met
NID- Govt. agency that wants to get tech at any cost, National Intelligence Division
Nikka- Caleb's wife, Hedrezar·s daughter in law
Nirti-known as the Hindu goddess of destruction. Destroyed Hanka and SG-7 with her engineered virus,
Tried to use Cassandra as a weapon by implanting her with an explosive device. Attacked Cronos. Her
attack was found out and she was returned with Yu and Cronos to stand the justice of her fellow System
Lords. With the death of Cronos she was free and subsequently set free in exchange for saving Cassie's life.
Later killed by Wodon after it was revealed that she had killed most of his people experimenting on them,
attempting to create a Hok'tar
Nishta-biological compound that renders its victims extremely susceptible to requests. Can be nullified by
an electrical shock. Once a person is immune to it they are always immune
No na - home
Noble, T. Capt. USAF - member SG-7
Nodaal-inhabitant of Vyus who had his memory returned. Thought his name was Orner. Husband of
Layalle
Nok - now
Nok. Ka nok. - It will take as long as it takes.
Noktana-planet where Martouf and Jolinar spent their last night before her capture
Noor, Ambassador - Teranian ambassador
Norad-AKA Cheyenne Mountain Complex- home of the SGC, where the Stargate is located, located in
Colorado Springs, CO

Northrup, Michael – founder and CEO of Hammil Technologies and probably member of the Trust. Now
that Ba'al runs the company his fate is uncertain
Novak, Lindsay, Lt. – aka Hiccup lady on Prometheus
Novar- AKA Capt. Nelson- one of the young men Apophis was training for a possible assault on Earth
Nox- inhabitants of P3X774. They appear very primitive but are really extremely advanced. Possess
superior stealth technology. Gave refuge to the Tollans. Have been revealed to be one of the four original
races that built the Stargate and held conferences on Earnest's world P3X972
Nut – Egytian sky goddess
Nya- daughter of Turghan, girl Abu wanted to marry
Nyan- young Bedrosian who returned to earth with SG-1 and was given refugee status. He will work with
Daniel as an assistant.
O
Oannes- NEM's planet, where SG-1 thought Daniel had died, P3X866
Observer One · Jack's escort for Starflight
Ocker · Tok'ra killed by Ashrak
Odyssey – Earth's latest ship
Ohiro, Massad – CFO of Far East Mercantile and probably member of the Trust
Ohlper-older Nox 432 years old
Ohsu - Yu's First Prime
Ojun fruit – aka guango. Fruit on Maybourne's planet
Okata – city 20 klicks northwest of where the rebels were
Olaf- man on Cimmeria, helped SG-1 fight Goa'uld's
Old Bailiff Café- where Carter & Maybourne meet when the SGC is overrun by aliens
Olekun – One of the system lords. Voted to allow Anubis back into the fold, but has now been defeated by
him. Is now dead
Oma Desala- mother nature, caretaker of the Harcesis child, left Kheb with him to parts unknown
O'Malley's- Bar and Grill in Colorado Springs where Carter, O'Neill, and Daniel went to when they were
under the influence of the armbands. A scuffle ensued and it is presumably off limits to them for the
foreseeable future
Omoc- the leader of the 10 rescued Tollans, murdered on Tollana
Omoroca- mate of NEM killed by Bellos.
Onac - Goa’uld, enemy
O'Neill, Charlie- Jack's son, killed in an accidental shooting with his father's sidearm
O'Neill, Jack, Col. USAF-leader of SG-1, was on original mission to Abydos. From Chicago (Jack of the
Windy City) is divorced, only child died of a self-inflicted gunshot wound by his gun. Was in prison for a
time (POW) and has had 9 broken bones. Has limited patience with science, is more a man of action. Is
fiercely loyal to friends and willing to bend the rules. (Earth 2- was General, engaged to Carter and killed
by Teal'c as Apophis invaded the SGC, On Earth 3 he was married to Carter and died defending the SGC)
was stranded on Edora for 3 months, while there formed a relationship with Laira. Has a dad/granddad in
Minnesota. Likes to fish, drives a dark green ford 250 truck. Was blended with the Tok'ra Kanan for a short
time. Birthdate is 10-20-52. He was cloned by Loki and there is now a 'Mini Jack' running around Earth.
Now promoted to Brigadier General, in command of the SGC. Has suffered three gunshot wounds, 4 staff
weapon blasts, hypothermia, shoulder puncture, 3 knee operations, Hathor, ancient incurable disease,
Tok'ra blending. Is now Brigadier General O'Neill and in command of the SGC. Has a penchant for fishing,
the Simpson's, the color Peridot and is bad at ping pong. Has also been witnessing the life and times of a

civilian, Joe Spencer for years and thought nothing of it.
Has left the SGC and is now working in Washington. Hand chose many of the replacement officers,
including Dr Lam and General Landry. He used to be a test pilot
O'Neill, Sara- Col. O'Neill's ex-wife
O'Neill, The- Asgard made ship, has a hull of a new alloy trinium-carbon-Naqahdah hull. Was destroyed
by Sam and Thor to halt the Replicator invasion of the Asgard home world
Opthana-in the galaxy of Ida, Asgard home world
Orac – Unspeakable used to refer to the Kull Warriors
Orb, The - Artifact #033077M-contained 2 unknown elements- held a microscopic intelligent population
in stasis, sent to P4G881
Orbanina Nanites-used by Orbanians to increase the knowledge of their children. After the children learn
all they can, the nanites are distributed to the rest of the planet. The nanites seem to contain themselves to
the brain area and are considered a low threat to the SGC.
Orban-planet where they used nanites to help their children learn faster P5C353
Ori – branch of the ancients that require total belief. All non believers should die. They were once part of
the Ancients, also known as the Alterrans. The Ori believed in religion while the Alterrans believed in
science. The Ori attempted to kill all the Alterrans so they left the galaxy, leaving the Ori behind.
Now the Ori seek to convert as many as possible. The Ori gain strength from the beliefs of their followers
and, although they promise their followers Ascension, they do not deliver since they do not wish to share
the power. plan to kill all the Ancients, and anyone who gets in their way
Orilla – Name of the new Asgard home world. Threatened by Fifth. On it were the minds of all the Asgard,
waiting to be placed into cloned bodies to begin building a new colony. Orilla is the last chance of ever
rebuilding the Asgard empire.
Orlin- alien that falls for Carter. Sacrifices himself to save her and SG-6, might be a member of the
Ancients Returned to Earth to help them defeat the Prior Plague. tries to help cure the Prior plague but
instead has his memory wiped. Is now in some sort of institution trapped in the body of a young boy
Orner-person on Vyus who lost his memory and agreed to come to Earth and be a guinea pig in hope of
finding a cure. His real name was Nodaal.
Osbourne, Dr. · One of the scientists working in the Antarctic
Oscar- Kinsey's dog
Osiris- Son of Isis, brother of Seth. Is now in Sarah, an old friend of Daniel's and is loose in the universe
has allied herself with Anubis. She tried to use a memory recall device to get the Ancient memories from
Daniel. Was captured and killed, freeing her host
Osric – Librarian that Adria impersonated to tag along on the search for the Sangraal
Othala-Asgard home planet in galaxy Ida Ten days from Earth in hyperspace
P
P2A018 · Latona, Sentinel Planet, attacked by Svarog. Had previously been visited by members of the
Rogue SGC
P2A347 – Planet the Stromos crashed on
P2A463 · Language is similar to P2A018, Latona
P2A509- where SG-1 gated to and met up with SG-9 after escaping from Hedantes.
P2A870-where the black hole was jumped to so the SGC could disengage their gate.
P2C257- is one day from earth and location of a Goa'uld mining camp. Jacob was there on a mission to
blow the planet when he was contacted by Sam and Daniel to rescue Jack and Teal'c. SG-14 spent several
days there undetected

P2M903 – planet where Ba'al held Teal'c captive
P2Q463-Vyus, Linea/Ke·ra lives here now, the whole planet lost their memory due to her tampering.
P2R866 – this planet was also attacked by a giant killer creature
P2S4C3 – Kelowna
P2X131 – Where Sebrus crashed
P2X338- found ziggurat that used to belong to Marduk. Also found the corpses of a Russian rogue team.
P2X374 · SG-1 flees this planet, Jack gets his leg injured. Fairly primitive and definitely hostile
P2X416- Bedrosia
P2X555- where SG-1 was going when they were sent back to 1969
P2X787 – SG-13th prior mission
P2X885 – population of 10,000 people with only one water well. Average daily temps are 130. they have
gone Ori. Place where SG-6 was infected with the Prior Plague
P2X887 – SG-1 investigated this planet, looking for an abandoned base of Anubis'. They got trapped for a
few days in his underground secret base
P34353J-Tok·ra inhabited world
P3575- where SG-1 was going when Kawalski was infected with the Goa'uld
P36231 · Where Jonas and SG-2(12?) were retrieving artifacts while the Ashrak attacked at the Alpha Site
P3A194- planet in the Aschen Confederation
P3C249 – Jack was there with Teal'c negotiating with Jaffa when the Avenger virus struck
P3C989 – recovered android body
P3K447 – cave people
P3L255- Cuneiform tablet came from there that Daniel was attempting to translate
P3L997 – Planet was in a decaying orbit. Daniel was there trying to evacuate the natives when the Avenger
virus struck
P3R118 – Planet where SG-1 had their memories erased.
P3R233-where Daniel found the Quantum Mirror. they found one of the stones there that allowed Joe to
witness Jack's life
P3R272- where O'Neill received knowledge from the Ancients, Place of our Legacy
P3R2792 – Repository
P3R636-planet abundant in Naqahdah, Shyla is Queen (Need)
P3R928- SG-1 explored as a possible location for Kheb. Is not the mythological place. Very rainy
P3S114 – Ba'al's planet. Where Zarin was stationed. Was attacked by the Trust and all Jaffa were killed
P3S452- Goa'uld stronghold, has refined naqahdah, Maj. Wade killed there
P3T761- Kheb
P3W451-destroyed by black hole
P3W924/P3C599-Machello·s home world
P3X116- the goa'uld were scouting the planet, Tanith died there
P3X118- world is off-limits. Aliens from this planet invaded the SGC using complex cloaking devices.
Used SG-6 to infiltrate Earth. Address: scorpio,cetus,hydra,ares,and equuleus. Pisces,
P3X1279-Cartago, where Teal'c was put on trail, Byrsa
P3X234- where O'Neill, Carter, Teal'c and Thor hopefully gated to to escape the crashing Biliskner

P3X254- where Hathor set up the false SGC
P3X289 – revisions, 6000 light-years from earth. Has a toxic atmosphere. Everyone lived within a dome
P3X298 – planet SG-1 has visited
P3X422 – Planet considered as a possible new home for the Nasyians
P3X439 – Repository of ancients
P3X4474-Tollania, new Tollan homeworld
P3X513- where Jonus made himself a god, high in UV (1st Commandment)
P3X562- unity crystal world
P3X584 – Anubis had a lab there and tried to recreate himself with a DNA machine like Nirti used. The
planet is protected by a 'call forwarding' device. If a person doesn't enter the correct code, they are
redirected to another planet
P3X593-emancipation world, Mongolian in decent, locals called the Shavadai, Simarka
P3X595- an Asgard protected world the rogue SGC stole tech from, and apparently sg-1 was there
before...Carter drunk something that made her take something off...
P3X637(367?) - Planet where Nirti was experimenting on people. She died there, killed by one of her own
creations
P3X666 – site of goa'uld ambush. Doctor Fraiser killed here
P3X729- Juna, SG-1 liberated the people, then had to go back and do it again when Cronos took the planet
over, used to be one of Heru'ur's planets
P3X744 - Tangrea
P3X755-Taldor, is off limits, they sent SG-1 to Hedantes for trespassing and refused to release them.
P3X774- Nox planet is off limits with its gate buried. The Nox do not want us there. The Tollans were
given sanctuary there.
P3X7763-Tollan homeworld, made uninhabitable by the deteriorating orbit of its neighbor Cerites.
P3X795- prisoners, where Taldor rule
P3X797-Broca, Land of Light planet with a permanent terminator of night/day. Gave sanctuary to Drey'ac
and Ry'ac.
P3X8596-Argos set up as a lab by Pellops.
P3X866-Oannes, home of NEM, off limits since NEM kidnapped Daniel and planted false memories of his
death in the minds of the rest of SG-1.
P3X888- Original Goa'uld homeworld. The Goa'uld there do not have Naqahdah in their systems making
them undetectable to other Goa'uld
P3X898-Altair, a world of androids however only one survived replicates of SG-1 live there since they
cannot leave. The gate is buried since the androids possess too much knowledge to risk it falling into
Goa'uld hands.
P3X972-Ernest·s World where the Codex of Elements was found. It is unreachable; it is believed the
building holding the gate and the Codex was destroyed by an annual storm AKA PB2908
P3X974-Cimmeria created by the Asgard a ten span ago. They left behind technology to protect the planet
from the Goa'uld.
P3X984 – Alpha Site Abandoned after Jonas was mind probed by Anubis
P3Y229 – location of the SuperGate
P3Y294 · Grieves stole tech from this planet, killing three indigenous people. The planet cut off all ties
with the SGC because of it

P4A771-where SG-1 was retreating from when O'Neill & Carter ended up in the Antarctic
P4C452 – where SG1 rendezvous with Prometheus
P4C796- SG-3 went on a recon mission there
P4C970 - Aschen world
P4F221 – they evacuated a mining team from here during the Avenger virus
P4G881- A primordial world where the orb and its microscopic inhabitants were sent to save Earth and
them.
P4R – planet that was under Ba'al's control.
P4S161 –. It was attacked by the Trust and all were killed. Venue for a meeting of Rebel Jaffa. Rebel Jaffa
leaders met and were wiped out by the symbiote poison on
P4S237 - Abandoned by Ba'al 100 years ago, people still under Mot's rule and have to mine naqahdah for
him
P4S559 – Daniel was translating artifacts from there
P4T3G6- Where the attack on Anubis' death star was launched from AKA Vis Uban
P4X233 · another planet where Felger and Coombs had studied transport rings
P4X234- where Sam, Jack and Teal'c were marooned for 9 days after the Replicator crisis waiting for the
beta gate to bet up and running (P2X234?)
P4X347- location of Goa'uld pleasure palace. SG-5 died because of exposure to a light there
P4X636 P4X650 – New Alpha Site. This one is built into a mountain, similar to the SGC. a forested planet 640 light
years from Earth, and the base was built inside a mountain
P4X884- where SG-1 pick up and ultimately return Urgo
P5C353- Barren world where SG-1 found the Orb
P5C629-directly in the path of the Goa'uld's attack, proj. Seeker
P5C768- Edora
P5C989-the SGC sent a probe there and was attacked by an Entity who deemed their exploration as an
attack. Planet is now off limits
P5R357 – planet Sam talked them out of attacking
P5S117 – Planet under Ba'al's control. Attempted to use Avenger virus against it. Sam and Felger had to go
there to fix it
P5S381- where the Enkarens were relocated to, now the Gad-Meer home world
P5T984-where Teal'c was visiting Drey'ac and Ry'ac
P5X3DL- Sam was recalibrating the MALP for long range recon of this planet
P5X777 – Furling planet, where Jack and Harry were marooned for a month
P6G452 – where the SGC first encounters the Kassa
P6J908 – SG-8 brought back a plant sample from here. It grows fast, really, really fast, and nearly took
over the SGC. It was resistant to both machete and blow torch. It was eventually killed with gamma
radiation
P6S2031 - Reetou staging world
P7J989-a planet that was once decimated by a disaster, The inhabitants lived in stasis with their minds
occupied and cared for by the gamekeeper. It is now a fertile and lush garden planet. We got two of their
chairs and have been working on using them to make a viable VR training apparatus. It still needs work.

P7X009 - Memento - Where Prometheus was originally going when it got too close to a collapsing star and
was pulled from hyperspace
P7X377- where SG-1 found a crystal skull and an alien race who are enemies of the Goa'uld
P89534-where SG-11 was lost
P8F809 – SG-2 returned from a mission there
P8S423 - Velona
P8T474 – SG-12 just returned from there before they were sent with Teal'c to investigate the Sodan call for
help
P8X412 – one of 43 planets visited by the Priors. Vala was queen there under the persona of Qetesh. After
her symbiote was removed, Vala sought refuge there, pretending to still be a goa'uld. She used the people to
mine naqahdah for her to enrich herself
P8X872-where Amaunet/Shau'ri died
P8X987-Hanka, whole planet is uninhabitable due to a virus released by Nirti.
P-90- gun, replaced MP-5's as primary weapons of the SGC
P9G844 – Sodan home world
P9J333 – Teal'c went with SG-3 on a mission there after the people on the planet were attacked by a large
vicious creature.
P9Q281-hot world where SG-1 looked to find a cure for O'Neill's Ancients knowledge problem. Carter and
Teal'c and two others were stuck there and almost died.
P9R427-Machello·s world
P9X931 · Planet where the machine came that allowed people to see the interdimensional bugs
Paklarush Taonas – Lost in fire
Palenque-location of the Mayan Temple where Hathor's sarcophagus was found.
Pallen – Maintains the geo-thermal energy sources on P3X289
Paltiem shree talma- our love does not end in death
Pamela - One of Loki's past victims
Pangar · Planet that was the home of Shak'ran and prison of Egeria.
Parchment of Virtues – has clues to lead people to the Sangraal
Parcy - Bedrosian medical person
Parker, Mr. – Trust guy
Paul –
Paul- one of the guards at the NID compound
Paynan- Edoran man
PB2098-new classification of P3X972, Ernest's world
PB5926-where SG-1 picked up Apophis
PBR927 - Machello's world
PBX - explosive
Pearson, Colonel – commander of the Gamma Site. Presumed killed when it was over run by R-75
Pecca-ve - local custom on Cartago, confession, Latin for I have sinned.
Pedro – Jack's guide when he went to rescue Daniel

Pellops, Phelops-Goa·uld. Known as the giver of days. Shortened the Argosian life span to 100 days to
study human evolution in a more efficient manner.
Peltak-bridge of a Hatak
Pendar, Lyle - One of three Hebridian prisoners
Pendergast, Lionel, Col. – commander of Prometheus. Died after the Prometheus was attacked by an Ori
satellite.
Penegal – Member of the Asgard High Council
Penhall - Officer in the SGC
Pernoau, Goran, Commander – Second in command in the Rand Protectorate Killed President Nadal
when he backed down on a treaty
Personal Force shield- used by the Goa'uld. Will deflect weapons with a force directly proportional to the
amount of force projected, i.e. will stop a bullet but will let a knife go through.
Personality transfer device- Machello's body switcher artifact 56781217
Peter- one of the guards in the NID compound
Peterson – Member of SG-3
Phaedra – the cobbler's wife. She set out in search for her son and was never seen again
Pharrin – Keenin's father
Phillips, John, Maj. - member SG-3
Piedmont Hawthorn Airfield · airfield in Colorado Springs
Pierce, Col. - CO of the Alpha Site
Pierce, Maj. · worked with SG-1 at the Alpha Site, leader of SG-15
PJ2455-one false step
Place of our legacy- where O'Neill got knowledge of ancients downloaded into his brain
Portal-another name for Stargate
PQ6824- test site for naqahdah bomb
Primta- Goa'uld name for larval Goa'uld, also the name for the ceremony of implanting a Jaffa with a
Goa'uld
Princess Lemoore- Roham's niece
Prior – mouthpiece of the Orii
Prior Plague – illness genetically created by the priors to infect populations so that they can then heal said
populations thus convincing the populations that they can perform miracles
Prior, John – the advance man for the president's visit
Project Bluebook-code name for the SGC
Project Seeker- something the SGC was planning.
Prometheus · First Earth built ship capable of interstellar flight. Was hijacked just prior to completion but
recovered. Has now been outfitted with Asgard shields and weapons. Has ring transporters. Engineering is
on deck 17. it now has a new Asgard Hyper drive and can go fifty light years in 20 minutes. Destroyed by
an Ori satellite
Protected Planet's Treaty – originally negotiated by Jack, this treaty protects Earth and 26 other planets
form goa'uld attack
Protocol CR-91 – releasing a neurotoxin into the atmosphere to 'clean up' any biological accidents at the
Gamma Site. It is also fatal to humans

Prudence - One of the five virtues needed to find the Grail/Sangraal
Pullman – Myers assistant, Presumed killed when it was over run by R-75
PX-167 – a planet searched for Merlin's weapon. The whole population was wiped out by the sleeping
parasite
PX3808-where Daniel and SG-6 were marooned while the SGC was threatened by a black hole
PX7455 – in an AU, this planet was under Amaratsu's control
PX7941-Madrona
PXY887-spirit home world, has trinium resources
PY3948-where SG-1 found the nine dead Linvris (Goa'uld's) and Machello's Goa'uld killers
PYR423- SG-1 retreated from under fire
Pyrus- the godslayer king of P3R636 used a sarcophagus to rejuvenate and lived over 700 years.
Apparently the sarcophagus can only regenerate for so long, Pyrus eventually died and Shyla succeeded
him.
Q
Qetesh – Vala's goa'uld, or at least one of her personas. The goa'uld was removed by the Tok'ra after being
imprisoned and tortured by her former slaves
Quantum Mirror- found by Daniel on P3R233. Can transport people to alternate realities. Was useless
without its controller, which was destroyed on Earth 2. After Dr. Carter and Kawalski came through the
mirror looking for help, it was ordered destroyed by Gen. Hammond.
Quetzalcoatl- alien on P3X377 who is enemy of the Goa'uld's.
Quinn, Jonas - From Kelowna. He left his planet, hoping that by allying himself with Earth, he could help
his people more. He is human, but more than human. Very intelligent. He can hold his breath and also
enjoys experiencing Earth culture. For a short time, had the gift/curse of prophecy. A tumor was removed
from his brain and he no longer has visions. Has now returned to his home planet to help them recover from
Anubis' attack.
R
R-75 – designation for the Prior Bugs
Ra- sun god, rules the day a dying Goa'uld who found immortality in a young Egyptian boy. He later fled
Earth and took thousands of humans with him to Abydos. He paired with Hathor for a while and had at
least one child, Heru'ur, with her. Col. O'Neill and Daniel killed Ra on Abydos
Ragnarok- Norse Armageddon
Rahfa- dig in Iraq
Raimi, Colonel – leader of SG-22
Raknor · Jaffa that betrayed Teal'c to Heru'ur. Then helped rescue him. Is now a trusted Lieutenant in the
Jaffa rebellion
Raleigh, Dr. - a Tok'ra. Helped SG-1 escape from Hathor. Was injured by Hathor. May or may not have
survived
Rameris - One of Netan's Seconds and member of the Lucian Alliance
Ramius – system lord Anubis assassinated using his Super Soldier
Ramus – Valencia's brother
Rand Protectorate – group/area of land on Tagalas. Fell in with the Ori and built a satellite
Raphael – lead rebel who kidnapped Daniel
Rashna- the substance the Goa'uld's addicted Aris Boch's race to control them. He gave some of it to
Carter hoping she could find a cure.

Rashovich, Misha-member SG-10, lost to black hole on P3W451
Rayner, Stephen- student of Dr. Jordan. Was a little jealous of Daniel. Was attacked by Osiris.
Red Beta Emergency Status- Cheyenne mountain is sealed and begins to operate on its own power and
life support. It is used to contain a possible hazard or to protect it against attack
Redden, Dr. – xenobiologist that dissected the creature from P9J333. She was the head of xenobiology for
several years at Area 51
Ree nok tok- attack now
Reece – SG Team member
Reese · Android found on abandoned planet. Original maker of the Replicators. She was destroyed, yet she
may hold the final solution to destroying the Replicators for good
Reese, Yolanda – plays Stacy Monroe on Wormhole Extreme
Reetalia- Reetou world
Reetou- a race of aliens who live 180 degrees out of phase with us. Because of this they are invisible to
humans without TERS (transphase eradication rods). They are hunted by the Goa'uld because they are
capable of causing serious damage.
Reetou Rebel Faction- a segment of the Reetou who believe the only way to end the threat of the Goa'uld
is to kill every possible host.
Rehm, Sam Capt. USAF- member SG-3
Reimer, Dr. – part of the med team that was on inoculation duty on 865. he was killed by the sleeping
parasite
Remoc- deceleration or arrival at destination
Ren'al- Tok'ra representative, conducting experiments on Zatarc. Killed in goa'uld attack on Revanna
Renard, Tanis - One of three escaped Hebridian Prisoners
Reole – Alien race that survives by using a chemical to make people see them as anything they want to see.
One of them impersonated a Lieutenant Tyler with SG-1. The chemical from them has been replicated and
has been used to help with covert ops
Reole Chemical – chemical that enables people to assume any identity and 'see' anyone as anyone they say
they are
Replicarter – Created by Fifth in the image of Sam Carter; Replicarter is a cold blooded killer whose
singular goal is the survival and procreation of her species, the Replicators. She was killed by the ancient
weapon found on Dakara
Replicators- little alien bug like creatures that are decimating the Asgard. They board a ship and eat and
procreate then eventually overwhelm with sheer numbers. Thor's ship Biliskner was crashed onto Earth in
an attempt to destroy them
Residents-name for the inhabitants of the gamekeeper's planet
Revanna- Tok'ra base, bombarded by goa'uld
Reverand - KIA in Antarctica
Reynolds, Col – Person on Prometheus, works at Area 51, One of the searchers after the Alpha Site was
attacked. Assigned to the SGC in Ascension and leads SG-3
Rhen tel nok- assemble, gather around
Ribbon Weapon- a weapon worn by the Goa'uld and Tok'ra. It is worn on the hand and lower arm of the
host and is controlled by the symbiote. It can disburse energy enough to knock a person across the room or
simply be used to inflict great pain. It can kill. Because of her time as a host to Jolinar, Carter can control
one of these. must have naqahdah in your blood to be able to use one

Riegar- Bedrosian leader, his job is to protect and perpetuate the fallacy that all life on their planet evolved
there, despite evidence to the contrary.
Riley, Col. – Commander of second alpha site. Killed in attack when he stayed behind to make sure the
self destruct blew
Ring kol nok - strategy
Ring of Shermirac – Vala sold a power coil to a monastery and pretended that it was this priceless relic
Ring of the Gods - Tangrean name for Stargate
Rin'kal'nok – strategy
Risa system – the Tok'ra base there was under attack. They fled to the Alpha Site
Rite of Everlasting Union – Jaffa marriage
Rite of Malsharee- Jaffa ritual where the larva is removed to send the Jaffa near death to break any brain
washing
Rite of Or'noc – old Jaffa custom needing a sharp knife
Ritter, Lt. – Member of SG-11. Killed by Unas' on P3X403
Ritual of Life-ceremony the Nox use to revive the dead and heal the wounded
Rogers, Kyle, Capt.- one of the humans Apophis was training to attack Earth. He and his men were
returned to their home worlds but are still considered a possible threat because of their knowledge of Earth
and its customs. Rophiapgisy is his real name
Roham-leader in touchstone
Ron – works for Coleson
Ron- one of the guards at the NID compound
Ronak- Teal'c's father, killed by Cronos
Ronald – Tech, possibly assisting Lee
Ronin – Jaffa that provided Bra'tac with a Teltac, then betrayed him to Anubis and tried to kill him. Bra'tac
killed him instead
Ronson, William, Colonel - Commander of Prometheus
Rosha-Jolinar·s previous host, was tortured on Netu
Rothman, Robert- a student of Daniel's replaced him for a time when Daniel lived the weeks following
Shau'ri's death only in his mind. Rothman is a typical nerdy scientist attempted to analyze the crystal skull,
but doesn't seem to be very with it, possibly from New York due to his accent. Goa'ulded and killed on
P3X888
Ruins of Danaan – where the gate was found on P3X289
Rundell, Tom, Col. – Cheyenne Mountain Public Liaison Officer
Rush, Lt. - Nurse in the infirmary. Jonas has a crush on her
Russell, B. Lance Corp., USAF - member SG-3
Ry·ac-Teal·c·s son. Has a Goa'uld of his own, it was implanted to save his life. Ry'ac lives with his mother
on Chulak. Works with Bra'tac to recruit Jaffa to the rebel movement. Married Kar'yn, one of Moloc's
Jaffa, a follower of Ishta
Ryan P. Sgt. USAF-member SG-3 sent to retrieve Carter when her father was dying
Ryan, Airman – member of SG-6, caught Prior Plague
Ryan, Det – Cop the helps find Vala
Ryan, Michael, Gen. - leader of the Air Force

Ryk'l – tried to defect to Earth, was killed by Ishta's warriors. His symbiote is now in Syn'ac
Ryn·tak-1st prime of Heru'ur. Killed by Teal'c/Carter on Abydos.
S
Sagan Institute Box- left by SG-1 for the Cimmerians to give to Thor. Contains iridium, a distinctive
radioactive substance. Gairwin's husband as a distress call sent it through the gate.
Sahal – also a planet that Merlin's weapon could be on but noting remains but stone structures. It was
abandoned 40,000 years ago. One of the three planets in the grail search. Its address, combined with that of
Castiana and Vagon Brie leads to the Sangraal
Sal – owner of the Sol's diner where Vala spends two weeks working after she loses her memory
Sallis – Villager, wife of Harrid
Samuels, Bert, Lt. Col. USAF - is not fond of the SGC. wants to shut it down. During Apophis· attack on
Earth, created two missiles of Naqahdah, which had no effect. Was once second in command of the SGC
San Greal – blood stone. Also known as the Holy Grail and possibly the key to defeating the Ori
Sanchez, - member SG-11, killed on P3X888
Sanderson · Person on Prometheus
Sands, Richard, Sgt. USAF - member SG-2
Sangraal – or 'holy grail', hoped to be the key to defeating the Ori that Merlin left behind.
Santiago – working on mill worms at the Gamma Site, Presumed killed when it was over run by R-75
Sara – Kinsey's secretary
Sarcophagus- Goa'uld device capable of raising the dead, healing wounds and extending human and
Goa'uld life. Is believed by the Tok'ra to drain a person's soul so they do not use one. If used by a healthy
person, it acts like a narcotic. Daniel was addicted to one. Has been used to bring Daniel and Shau'ri back
from the dead, heal O'Neill's Jaffa pouch inflicted by Hathor, heal Daniel after being injured in the
Naqahdah mines and heal Daniel when he was injured on Apophis· ship. It can also serve as a stasis
chamber; Hathor stayed in one for millennia before she was discovered. Designed to boost health and
longevity, heal or revive someone terminally injured. It cannot animate non-living matter. Based upon an
Ancient invention
Sarouche- Selmac's previous host
Satterfield- one of the trainees likes Daniel
Schesh- what is that?
Schrenka Quadrant- where Tok'ra spy was that warned of Goa'uld attack
Schrödinger- cat given to Narim by Carter, possibly returned to Carter by Narim
Sea of Ogada-location on P3X593
Sec. Level A1A Base- in southern Utah
Section 11C9 of the National Security Act – classification for the SGC
Seeker- a defendant in a Tollan triad or trial
Seevis – leader of Ver Isla, barkeeper and administrator. He's also the resistance leader. He tried to
sabotage the Ori ships but failed. He was killed by Tomin
Sekmet – her DNA was blended with human DNA to make a hybrid, Anna. All subjects of the experiment
are dead. Sekmet used to be loyal to RA but was exiled for planning against him.
Selatis – ancient Egyptian, killed by Ra
Selig Armin-reporter who threatened to blow the lid off the Stargate project. Knew much trivial
information leading to a leak most likely not among the SGC workers but maybe Senator Kinsey or
Maybourne. Was killed in an automobile accident in Washington, DC Hammond claims it was an accident.

Selmac- Tok'ra leader, blended with Gen. Jacob Carter. Died of old age and was unable to separate from
Jacob so they both died
Semdear - One of Chasen's men
Sentinel · device that protects Latona
Serpent Guards-the Jaffa that work for Apophis.
Se'tak – new leader of the Jaffa council. He used the Dakara weapon against the Ori. Adria found out and
killed him, destroyed the weapon, and most of Dakara in retaliation
Setak Cakes- Drey'ac used to make them for Ry'ac
Seth, Set, Se·tesh Setek, Seti- a Goa'uld who hid on earth for millennia often as a cult leader. Both the
system lords and the Tok'ra wanted to find and stop him. Daniel using the ATF and FBI databanks found
him. SG-1 infiltrated his cult and Carter using her father's ribbon weapon killed him. Son of Isis, brother of
Osiris
Sevaarin, Ambassador - Andari Ambassador
SGA-alternate reality version of SGC, Gen. O'Neill, Col. Hammond, Dr. Carter
SGC- Stargate command, located in Cheyenne Mountain under NORAD on Colorado. Now that Atlantis
has been found and possessed, there are calls for funding to be cut and for the SGC to simply be support for
Atlantis and to cut back on exploration.
Shaft – Cam's call sign
Shak krek tel kree – collect the symbiote
Shak·l- 1st Prime of Apophis. Was killed by Teal'c.
Shak'ran · Goa'uld that captured and imprisoned Egeria. Was defeated by Apophis
Shal kek nem ron – Jaffa code phrase, there is no weakness in freedom or freedom or death
Shal Tek- Goa'uld for dial home
Shal·tai- it's ok
Shallan · Ba'al's lotar. Fed Kanan information and was nearly killed by Ba'al. Kanan went back to help her
Shalmet- very good
Shaloki - Best man at an Abydonian wedding
Shalvak - Jaffa: Back to work
Shamda- Leader of the people on the planet where Daniel was found
Shamus - name Vala gives Daniel
Shanahan, Pete – cop from Denver who dated Sam. Likes Barney Miller. Had a rough time growing up. Is
also a friend of Mark's. Has proposed to Sam Carter and is transferring from Denver to Colorado Springs.
Shaq-rel · brought word of Anubis' plan to destroy earth to Bra'tac and Teal'c
Sharp, Roger · Father of Vernon
Sharp, Vernon · gas station attendant and Gulf War vet that suffered from hallucinations, has an El
Camino
Shau'ri- native of Abydos. Married Daniel and was taken by Apophis as a host. Became host to Amaunet,
Apophis· wife. She gave birth to a Harsisus, an offspring to two joined hosts. She was killed by Teal'c on
P8X872. Apparently Amaunet/Shau'ri knew the child would be hunted and killed so they hid him with one
of Amaunet's aides. The child has been found and is now in the custody of two powerful aliens.
Shavadai- people of the steppe, on P3X593
Shaw, Robert – One of Loki's victims
Shawna - Teal'c's name for Sho'nac in his dreams

Sheffield, Mike, Capt – officer at the Alpha Site
Shel kree - silence
Shel norak - Jaffa: Lower your weapons, surrender
Shel·kek- get out, leave us
Shel'mak'hosa , Rite of – perhaps a Sodan term for 'proper burial'
Sher-mal - Tollan figure akin to an angel believed to appear at the moment of death
Shesh·ta-Jaffa unit of money
Shifu- name of the Harcesis child of Amaunet & Apophis, present location unknown
Shimowa, days of – Jaffa honeymoon. The rite of Or'noc is performed on the first eve of the days of
Shimowa
Sholva- traitor
Sho'nac- (of the Red hills) priestess in the temple who taught herself to communicate with her symbiote.
She was a childhood love of Teal'c and was killed by Hebron/Tanith
Shyla-Pyrus· daughter. Addicted Daniel to the sarcophagus to keep him at her side. Later destroyed the
sarcophagus and is working with Earth to find better ways to mine Naqahdah. Is now the queen of P3R636.
Siler, Sgt.-in charge of repairing the gate when it was damaged by the power surge in Solitudes SGC
support staff, doesn't change light bulbs
Silver Creek Colorado – Where Jack's cabin is
Simarka-P3X593, Shavadai
Simian- inmate of Hedantes. Linea gave him his sight back. He escaped with SG-1 and told them Linea
was known as Destroyer of Worlds. She killed half the population of his planet experimenting with a virus.
Simka – Fiancée or Betrothed
Simmons, Bert – Joe's employee
Simmons, Cindy – Bert's wife
Simmons, Frank, Col. · working for ???, wants to close down the SGC, tries to discredit Hammond &
company. Is currently in custody after evidence of him colluding with a goa'uld came to light
Simmons. Graham Lt. USAF- severely infected with the orb virus, has a crush on Carter
Simms, Arthur- Secretary of defense
Simone – Rogelio's brother, had the truck
Simon-priest on the Christian world, befriended SG-1 and tried to help Mary.
Sina - Tok'ra
Singer, Agent · NID agent
Singh - One of the scientists working on the mimic devices, transferred to work on Prometheus
Sister Versina – one of Vala's personas
Ska nat - preserve life
Skaara- Shau'ri's brother, son of Kasuf. Is host to Klorel, who is the son of Apophis. Was separated from
Klorel by the order of the Tollan triad. Was engaged to be married, but killed in Anubis' attack on Abydos.
Oma ascended him and the rest of his people
Slaviash – One of Netan's Seconds and member of the Lucian Alliance
Smith · Hijacker of the Prometheus
Smith, Connie, Sgt. – Janet saved her life
Smith, Rusty – one of Loki's victims

So Masius – Under the Ice
Sodan – Jaffa who used to follow Ishker. They rebelled against their god and became free over 5000 years
ago. They worship the ancients and have access to several writings of the Ancients, telling them how to
use/make technology. They were recently nearly wiped out when they refused to submit to the Ori
Sokar- an enemy of Apophis. Was known as the Egyptian god of the dead and was overthrown by
Apophis. Sokar attacked Earth and the attack was only stopped by the SGC giving him the body of
Apophis. Now Apophis is in his custody, probably being tortured endlessly. Has adopted the persona of the
devil, uses a pentagram as his sign. Made and keeps the moon of Delmak (Netu) as a prison. Has
engineered the moon to be like hell, barely breathable atmosphere and exposed the molten core. Is planning
to attack 6 of the system lords, this attack, if successful would make him extremely powerful. Was
challenged by Apophis and probably killed when Netu was destroyed by the Tok'ra. Many of his guards
likely changed allegiance to Apophis.
Solek – Anateo's lieutenant. He was on board the Odyssey but somehow escaped capture. No one knows
for sure where he is
Solomon Tarak - Tangrean that remembered the Old Gods (Heru'ur)
Sol's Diner – local diner where Vala works for two weeks after she loses her memory
Soran – Leads a religious group on Caledonia
Soseka - 44
Spaz 12- big rifle
Spellman- one of the scientists that worked on the X-301, also worked on repairing the Teltac
Spencer, Charlene – Joe's wife
Spencer, Joe – Indiana barber, who through an artifact bought on a garage sale, spent 7 years experiencing
SG-1's adventures through the eyes of Jack.
Spirits-powerful inhabitants and protectors of PXY887.
Springs of Argotten – Arlos and Vala swam there
St. Christina's · hospital in Seattle where Carter was held
Staff Weapon-chosen weapon of the Jaffa. capable of delivering powerful energy blasts
Stanton Park – where Sam and Devlin met in Washington D.C.
Starflight · Code name for Jack's attempt to rid Earth of the Stargate to save the planet
Stargate-alien built portal using wormholes to transport things and individuals great distances in very little
time. Found in Giza in 1920 by Catherine's father. Made of Naqahdah and has exhibited semi-conductor
properties. Has 39 glyphs on it which are the addresses of other gates. Made of two circles, one outer stable
ring and one inner ring that rotates like a tumbler on a lock to ·lock· in the coordinates. was taken by SG-1
as a means of escape from Thor's crashing ship. Weighs 64,000. Also known as Portal, Chaapa'ai, Circ
Kakona, Circle of Darkness, Doorway to Heaven, Great Circle, Circle of the Gods, gateway, annulus, ring
of the gods, Gate of Magh Mar, Great ring of Avidan
Stevens – SG-12 member, KIA by Volnek
Stevens- was with Jack and Teal'c when the investigated the Blackbird. Was killed by Replicators
Steveston, Oregon · town was temporarily taken over by clones of Adrian Conrad's goa'uld and were
spending their nights working on making a ship. The plot was discovered by both the NID and SGC and all
citizens have been returned to normal
Stewart Expedition- originally discovered the Isis and Osiris jars. Their ship sank off the coast of New
Jersey
Stofer, Peter – worked with Fleming at Immunotech on cloning Conrad's goa'uld
Stoke, Sheriff – Sheriff of Silver Springs. He was killed by the creature

Storage Facility 68 · where they try to leave Cassie
Storage room 28 – F9
Stromos – ship that was fleeing flare on Taltus, crashed on P2A347
Struber, Mrs. - teacher of the class Jack crashes and lets Merrin play in.
Stylin' Joe – Joe Spencer's barber shop
Super Soldier – genetically engineered creature, made for speed and strength with little regard for
longevity. Heart and lungs are abnormally large and it's been left up to a goa'uld symbiote to keep it alive
and provide it intelligence. It can survive for 10 minutes in zero atmosphere before passing out, and still
survive. Kull Warrior
SuperGate – a creation of the Ori, super large Stargate that will allow space ships to go through estimated
to be 3-4000 meters across
Swidell, David - AKA Brent Langham, stole mimic devices from the NID
Swift, David- Secretary of Defense
Sykes, Luthor – Arms dealer
Syn'ac – one of Ishta's warriors
Syndar- high servant to Cronos
System Lords- a loose coalition of dozens of Goa'uld's who rule their part of the galaxy like feudal
warlords. Their constant in fighting has kept the Goa'uld system lords from gaining real power.
T
T·akaya-female spirit. Often appears as a wolf
Ta·lak-Goa·uld for dead world
Tacluchnatagamuntoron (TAC)- (Goa'uld automatic weapon
Tagalas – planet that has the Rand Protectorate and Caledonian Federation
Tak - trick
Tak mal arik tiak · you will not be forgotten
Tal·mattea- hello, good to see you, ·til we meet again, Jaffa equivalent of aloha
Tal·shok kree- silence woman, shut up
Taldor-inhabitants of P3X775, have a zero tolerance for crime, banishment to Hedantes is a universal
punishment for most crimes.
Talia- Nasyian whose husband was host of Jolinar, he died in the attack
Talow- Taldor speaking place.
Taltus – Planet lost to a solar flare. Refugees crashed on P2A347
Tal'vak acid – used to torture Jack by Baal
Tana akal maltar Jaya Nok shol – I will not tolerate such disrespect from my followers
Tangrea - Memento Planet, was once ruled by Heru'ur. Prometheus accidentally landed there
Tanith- Goa'uld that Sho'nac carried. now in Hebron of Paravel, killed by Teal'c
Tanner, Dr. - identity created by one of Martin's associates
Tantalus Stone- the alien artifact found on Ernest's world, contains examples of 146 elements and displays
the atoms as the basis for a universal language. Most likely built by one of the four races. AKA codex of
elements
Taoth Vaclarah – one of the planets names given to Daniel by Morgan Le Fay
Tar · slang for Tau'ri

Tara'c · Jaffa trainee
Tarkman · killed on Latona
Tartarus – Anubis' base
Tass'an – one of the Free Jaffa. He lived on Astarus, a planet that was destroyed by the Ori
Taupen – Parts trader on Hebridia
Tau'ri- Goa'uld term for terrans, Earth
Taylor Overpass - accident site
Teal'c- was a Jaffa Serpent Guard under Apophis. Was First Prime, 2nd in command. defected when he
saw O'Neill could help him free his people. He left his wife and son Ry'ac behind on Chulak. His infant
Goa'uld grants him long life, he is about 90, faster healing and immunity to most illnesses. Name means
strength. (On both Earth 2 & 3 he is still serving Apophis and aided in the attack on Earth, on Earth 2 he
killed O'Neill) junior hates him. his father was killed by Cronos when Cronos crushed his symbiote,
allowing the Goa'uld blood to mingle with his own, thus giving him a long, painful, lingering death. is apx.
102 years old. Likes the Canuks of Vancouver. Daniel taught him how to drive in 1969. Has now lost
Junior and is on Tretonin. He doesn't kelnoreem anymore and if injured, must heal like a normal human.
Has full security access of the base. He tried to live off base but soon returned. He not only found it hard to
grasp the concept of 'minding his own business' but also his friends and his actions were used to the
detriment of the SGC. Had a brief relationship with Krista James.
Tech Con group – monopoly on Hebridia, makers of Radon Shield 55, Funeral Services, Gaming Kiosk,
TechCon Ultra sport beverage and more
Teddy Tegalas – planet divided between two groups, one of which is the Rand Protectorate, the other is the
Caledonian Federation. They have been locked in a state of cold war for generations
Tegar · military person on Pangar
Tegucigalpa, Honduras – where Daniel and Lee went to look for Telchak's temple
Tek ma tek · eternal peace
Tekmate-master
Telchak – Goa'uld, possibly basis for Chac, Mayan god of Rain. He was defeated by Anubis who was
looking for the Ancient invention that was the basis for the Sarcophagus
Telchak Rifle – rifle made by Sam and Jacob & co to kill the Kull Warriors
Telchak’s reanimation device – aka the Rubiks Cube of Doom. This device was the precursor to the
goa'uld sarcophagus. It has the same effect, returning dead matter to life, but the 'evil' factor is also
magnified. It was the basis for the weapon to kill the Kull warriors
Teltac- cargo ship, like the one Aris Boch used, Goa'uld cargo vessel
Tenat – Jut's Tenat's partner. First seen in Prometheus Unbound. Are crafty, devious, stupid but not to be
trusted. He came across Cam inpresonating Kefflin and didn’t out him in an effort to get a cut of the deal.
He was on the teltac of his hatak when it blew up
Tennet O'Voran – Vala's partner
TER - transphase eradication rods-used by the Tok'ra to see beings like the Reetou who exist out of phase
with our reality, was used to capture Nirti when she ran loose at the SGC after attacking Cronos
Tere Atlantis – the Ancient base at the south pole
Teresh – one of Anateo's men
Tessa- one of Hammond's grand daughters
Thanos – goa'uld that occupied Kelowna 3,000 years ago. Found out how to turn naqahdah into Naquadria.
Was killed by his own experiment

The Daniel Jackson – Thor's new ship
Theless – Tok'ra
Thera- identity stamped on Carter
Thetys-woman who had the baby Daniel delivered on Argos
Thompson, Bill, Dr. - killed on M4C862
Thoran · Tok'ra the knew Kanan
Thornburg, Robert, Maj.-interrogated O'Neill in 1969.
Thor's Chariot- the name for an Asgard Mother Ship, zapped all the Goa'uld from Cimmeria
Thor's Hall- location where ·Thor· tested the locals to see if they had bravery, self-sacrifice and the
knowledge necessary to be contacted. Carter, Daniel and Gairwin went there and contacted Thor to ask his
help in ridding Cimmeria of the Goa'uld
Thor's Hammer-a device made by the Asgard and left on Cimmeria. It is capable of killing the Goa'uld
without killing the host. SG-1 had to destroy the original hammer to save Teal'c. The Asgard replaced it
with one that will let Teal'c pass.
Thor-Supreme commander of the Asgard fleet. Used his ·hammer· to make Cimmeria a safe world(Goa'uld
free). They look like the Roswell Aliens and admit to having visited Earth before. Seem willing to help
anyone who gains a certain level to technology but are at war with the Goa'uld. It has also been revealed
they are at war with a race far advanced of the Goa'uld. was gravely injured when his ship was attacked by
Replicators. asked O'Neill for help. Him, Carter and Teal'c all came aboard the ship. As Thor's condition
deteriorated, he was placed in stasis. . is now in a new body
Thoth – Anubis' head scientist, in charge of the Cal Warriors. Was killed by Sam, Teal'c and Jacob
Thrudvang- Thor·s home in the stars
Tian – person in icon
Tilgath – system lord assassinated by Anubis using his super soldier
Til'vak – Jaffa that works for Ba'al. tried to brainwash Teal'c into betraying his fellow Jaffa
Tirania · one of three main continents on Kelowna
Tobay- Abadonian
Tobias, Claire, Lt. - member of renegade SGC, was up for Carter's position at the SGC
Tobin system – Where Apophis and Heru'ur met. Heru'ur died here
Tobin, Gerard – Immunotech security guard
Togar- Urgo's creator/boss. now has Urgo in his head
Tok - fight, resist
Tok'ra- a different type of Goa'uld. Their name is Egyptian for, against Ra, Resistance. they seem to work
against the Goa'uld. They don't take hosts or use sarcophagi. Instead they offer their healing powers to the
dying in exchange for a host. they have revealed a Goa'uld can willingly leave a host. They are willing to
help the SGC with intelligence about the Goa'uld. Possess the technology to remove a symbiote from the
host without killing the host. they do not have Jaffa. The Tok'ra have some way to defeat a sarcophagus,
rigging it so that if the body is revived, the brain is not.
Tok'ra kree chok – halt in the name of the Tok'ra
Tolinev, Lt. · attacked by creature on P2X338, survived
Tollan Molecular disperser- used by the Tollans to allow them to walk through substances, they can use
them to walk through walls, doors etc.

Tollan subspace transmitter-used by the Tollans to contact the Nox asking for help, they are a ·radio· that
can transmit a message faster then light. The SGC was given one of these by the Tok'ra to contact them if
needed.
Tollana- new Tollan homeworld, attacked by goa'uld
Tollan-home of the Tollans, P3X7763, is now uninhabitable due to a destabilization of its orbit by the
destruction of its neighbor Ceretis.
Tolok – Jaffa leader
Tomin - Kalin·s son
Tomin – Vala's husband, he found her unconscious in the rings and took her home. He cared for her and
married her. He was crippled but the Ori healed him to enable him to join their army on their Crusade
Tonane-Spirit leader
Tor- identity stamped on Teal'c
Tormada – to sleep
Toshiaei, Dr. – working on a magnetic field resonator at the Gamma Site, Presumed killed when it was
over run by R-75
Totem of bravery – given to the groom during the rite of everlasting union
Touched- the people of P3X797 who are infected with a histolic virus. This virus makes them de-evolve
into primitives who are then banned to live on the dark side of the planet.
Touchstone-weather controlling device on Madrona, PX7941
Tran, Tony – CFO of Alloraf Pharmaceuticals and probably member of the Trust
Transference- Tok'ra ceremony of blending
Transport Rings- Goa'uld technology, function like the Stargate only with a much more limited range.
(transporter). used for inter/intra ship transport, and to the surface of a planet. The mechanism weighs 12.9
metric tons
Travele- member of the Curia, high chancellor, proceeded over Skaara/Klorel·s triad, heard and rejected
the SGC's request for tech.
Tree Ferrets – vicious creatures that will tear a man's head from his body
Trelak – Ares' First Prime, killed by Teal'c
Tretonin - drug first made by Pangreans, is derived from 'ground goa'uld'. Grants the recipient good health
and protection from disease, but is also addictive, destroying the immune system until a person HAS to take
it. Teal'c and Bra'tac are now on this drug.
Trey long tonok - Jaffa: to the ship
Treydan, Minister – Leader of the Rand Protectorate
Triad- a Tollan trial consisting of one defendant or seeker and three Archons or attorneys, one for , one
against, one neutral, presided over by a member of the Curia or governing body of the Tollans
Trinium-alien alloy 100 times lighter and stronger than steel. Is known as Ke by the natives, was used to
reinforce the iris after Sokar destroyed it
Tritan – racer in the Loop
Trofsky, Maj. Gen.- Hathor's second in command, dead
Trust – organization made up of the ex NID folks that have gone underground.
Tryan – Engineer second rank on the Stromos
T'shak · training staff

Tupelo, Councilor- ruler of the land of light, his daughter was infected by the histolic virus, offered the
Tollans and Ry'ac and Drey'ac sanctuary, only Ry'ac and Drey'ac accepted his offer
Turghan-warlord on P3X593. Chieftain of Toughai, people of the forest. Abu wanted to marry his
daughter. Carter fought with and wounded him.
U
UAV-unmanned airborne vehicle, a MALP probe on wings, has a bad habit of crashing far from the gate
Ultra violet energy shield-used on P3X513 to protect the people from the extremely high UV levels
Uman - human
Uman a te a ka naya - Humans and you are of the same tribe.
Uman ko ka cha Unas ka no na. - Humans will send the Unas on a journey away from home (relocate).
Uman ko kada tonok tok onac. - Humans take naqahdah to fight against the Goa’uld.
Uman ko keka onac. Unas ko keka onac. - Humans and Unas fight a common enemy, the Goa’uld.
Uman ko nan Unas - The humans will give food to the Unas.
Unas-an original Jaffa, they are big ugly creatures.
United Alliance of the System Lords - a political change unintentionally brought about by SG-1.
Unity Crystal- sentient crystal on P3X562. replicated O'Neill to explore earth. Cannot exist long away
from its home world without destabilizing and exploding.
Untouched- the people of P3X797 who are not affected by the histolytic virus. They live on the light side
of the planet.
Upheaval- seismic event on Bedrosia which buried their gate
Urgo- interactive creature, only seen and heard by the individuals who have a tiny device planted in their
brain. He experiences things for Togar who remains on his planet.
Uronda- planet of earth's descendants, highly advanced, which contacted earth and wanted to trade heavy
water(deuterium oxide) for advanced tech
Urrone-term for the children of Orbania who have been implanted with nanites to increase their
knowledge.
USAF Research Institute – locate under Cheyenne Mountain. Where Brig. Gen George Hammond and
Rodney McKay worked
User 4574- Simmons' log in to the SGC system
V
Vachna – man healed by the priors
Vadossi – Uber prior
Vagon Brei – one of three planets in the Grail search. Its address, combined with that of Castaiana and
Sahal leads to the Sangraal.
Vala and Ba'al were adversaries. Vala attacked his fleet at Selenee and crippled his flaghip, killing 10,000
Jaffa
Vala/Qetesh also worked with Athena years ago, looking for the Claya thessara infinatus – ancient treasure
map. They fought over it and had a falling out
Valencia – teenage girl in Camelot who pulled the sword from the stone to help Cameron fight the Black
Knight
Valis, Minister · Kelownan representative, executed by order of Anubis
Valk, Zenna, Dr. · Pangeran scientist
Vallarin, Maj. · Russian officer, killed on P2X338

Valor Cor - one of the planets names given to Daniel by Morgan Le Fay
Vandansen, Sandy – Neurosurgeon who operated on Jonas when he had his brain tumor
Varrick, Reya, Dr – finalized the memory technology on Galar. She was murdered and Cam was accused
of the act. In reality, it was Dr. Marell, her separated husband
Vaselov, Alexi, Colonel – Russian officer, requested transfer to the SGC, was invaded by Anubis and
marooned with him on KS7535. has over 3,000 flight hours on more than 35 types of aircraft and
prototypes. Has been awarded the High Order of Russia, the Gold Star. Has 20 years of flight experience.
Has a sister in Briansk.
Vashin – Member of the Lucian Alliance
Velar · friend of Teal'c, he spared his life then later had to kill him
Velona · Orlin's home planet P4X236
Ver Aga – town Daniel and Vala were transported to
Ver Isla – town Vala found herself in
Vidrine, Lt. General- supervised the testing of the X-301 interceptor
Vin Eremal – Teranian Representative
Vis Uban - Origin of Ancient's plague, place of great power...Atlantis???
Vi'Tak – Baal's Jaffa
Vo·cum- a spherical device of Goa'uld design that is used to project a holographic message.
Volger, Brian – Coleson's assistant. Killed himself rather than betray the Trust
Volian · Aschen world, P3A104
Volnek – Jolan's brother. He was 'touched' by the Ori and turned into a zombie. He massacred all of the
Sodan
Volnek, of Geshrel – Jolan's brother. He was injured and taken to Earth. His symbiote did not survive and
he is on tretonin
Vorash- planet where SG-1 and Martouf gated to so they could board their ship on the mission to Netu.
Tok'ra base, now abandoned and system destroyed.
Vorlix- event on Vyus that erased the memory of the population
Voronkova, Daria, Capt – Daniel's escort in Russia
Vosh –
VX Rockets – used to deliver the Jaffa specific nerve gas
Vyus-planet where the entire population's memory was erased. Where Linea lives now P2Q463
W
Wade, Maj. David - SG-3 KIA on P3S452
Walker, Airman – charged with helping SG-1 get the delegates to safety. Killed by R-75
Warner, Dr.- Chief Surgeon of the SGC
Warren, Maj.- leader of SG-3, was sent to retrieve SG-1
Warren, Sgt.- taken over by aliens from P3X118.
Warrick Finn- Captain of Cerberus/Sebrus, wife is Althea
Watts, RJ Capt. USAF- member SG-10 died on P3W451 due to black hole
Wayne, Mr. – Trust guy
Weaver – One of Mayfield's cronies. He survives the blast caused when SG-15 raids the warehouse

Weir, Elizabeth, Dr. – speaks 5 languages, diplomat, into intl. Politics. Assigned by Prez Hayes to run the
SGC. Is now in charge of Atlantis.
Wells, Simon, Airman – injured on P3X666, member of SG-13. Has a new baby daughter, Janet.
Werner - One of Loki's past victims
West, Gen. - 1st commander of the Stargate project replaced by Hammond
White Rock Research Station – Antarctic research station that found Aiyanna
Whitlow, Stan-old acquaintance of Hammond's. Is a source of info on covert ops. Advisor to President
Hayes?
Wickenhouse, Shep, AFC – ran sound for Emmett Bregman
Wildfire directive- Military order, Cheyenne mountain is sealed and nothing is to come in or go out, not
even medical supplies
Williams, Agent – one of Barrett's men
Winged insect creatures- killed the whole population of BP63Q1
Winters · Killed on Latona
Wisdom- One of the five virtues needed to find the Grail/Sangraal
WNN News – Where Julia Donovan works
Wodon - Mutant, has telekinetic abilities
Womak, Lt. – Helm officer on Prometheus. officer on Odyssey
Woods – old teammate of Jack's and Burke's. Was killed by Burke in a friendly fire incident. Wife's name
was Cindy
Woods, Dr. · Member of the team studying the DHD and gate location in the Antarctic
Woolsey, Richard – auditor, worked for Kinsey but does not like Kinsey's methods. Betrayed him to
President Hayes.
Wormhole Extreme – tv show made by Martin Lloyd that spoofs the Stargate Program. The Air Force
allows it to exist to provide plausible deniability for the real thing. The show was initially cancelled after
one episode but performed so well in DVD sales that they were going to make a movie, and now a series.
It's predicted that it can last ten years.
Worrel – Kassa supplier
X
X-301 interceptor- an attempt to merge the salvaged Goa'uld death gliders with Earth tech. It worked
except for a booby trap left behind by Apophis
X-302 · hybrid fighter. Had 4 engines, air breathers, aerospace spikes, rocket boosters and hyperspace
window generator. Was destroyed to save Earth, now known as the F302
X-303 · AKA the Prometheus. Full sized interstellar space ship, AKA BC-303
Xe-Ls- Spirit leader (Zales)
Xiaoyi, Shen – representative from China for the IOA. She suffered a broken ankle when the Gamma Site
was attacked. Beijing foreign studies university and London School of Economics
Y
Yameta – Jaffa priestess that carried Amaunet
Yat'yir – male member of Jaffa council. Supports Gerak, one of Gerak's Jaffa. Tortured Alex Jameson. His
cousin was killed at the Battle of Kallana
Yosef-Garshaw of Beloit's host

Yu-a Goa'uld who was one of China's first emperors. Was known for great advances, wasn't cruel but
wasn't a pushover. Was neutral about Earth keeping their gate. Is one of the System Lords. The only one
that voted against Anubis rejoining the system lords. Is suffering from a version of Goa'uld Alzheimer's and
will likely die soon. Was murdered by Replicarter.
Yu'kan – Jaffa
Yuri- Russian sailor killed by the Replicators
Z
Zarin – Tok'ra operative undercover in Ba'al's ranks. Killed by the Trust's attack on Ba'al's world
Zat Gun- Zat·n·ktel- Goa'uld weapon much like the staff weapon. One blast stuns (very painfully) two
blasts kills (usually) and three vaporizes
Zatarc – method of goa'uld brainwashing that programs a person to be an assassin, but the person has no
memory of the event. All zatarc's are also programmed to self-destruct if discovered or unable to complete
their missions
Zefro – Aeronautics firm that Bryce Ferguson consulted for.
Zervis, Dr.- inhabitant on Vyus who aided Linea in her experiment. He didn't survive.
Zetatron Industries- Conrad's company
Zipacna-Goa'uld who spoke for Klorel in his & Skaara's triad. Participation in the Triad was an attempt to
buy time to allow the Goa'uld to destroy Tollana. (Zippy) working with Anubis
Ziraken - Liberated Hebridia from the Goa'uld and now live in peace with the people there
Zo - respected leader, alpha male
Zukov, Col. · Russian officer, killed on P2X338
Zwydel, David – Dr Langham's assumed identity
Zyang Wu - One of Loki's past victims

